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Abstract 
Gradient-based junctions form key features in such applications as object classification, mo-
tion segmentation, and image enhancement. Asymmetric junctions arise from the merging 
of an odd number of contour end-points such as at a 'Y' -junction. Without an asymmetric 
representation of such a structure, it will he identified in the same category as 'X' -junctions. 
This has severe consequences when distinguishing between features in object classification, 
discerning occlusion from disocclusion in motion segmentation and in properly modeling 
smoothing boundaries in image enhancement. 
Current junction analysis methods include convolution, which applies a mask over a 
sub-region of the image, and diffusion, which propagates gradient information from point-
to-point based on a set of mIes. 
A novel method is proposed that results in an improved approximation of the underlying 
contours, through the use of asymmetric junctions. The method combines the ability to rep-
resent asymmetric information, as do a number of convolution methods, with the robustness 
of local support obtained from diffusion schemes. This work investigates several different 
design paradigms of the asymmetric tensor diffusion algorithm. The proposed approach 
proved superior to existing techniques by properly accounting for asymmetric junctions 
over a wide range of scenarios. 
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Resumé 
Les jonctions jouent un rôle fondamental dans plusieurs applications de vision par ordina-
teur. Les algorithmes exploitant des courbes qui s'intersectent doivent considérer comment 
l'infonnation ayant trait aux jonctions sera représentée. De plus, si les données initiales sont 
clairsemées et doivent être regroupées pour fonner des découpes, la représentation locale 
doit être assez flexible pour modéliser des fissures et des fusionnement de courbes multi-
ples ainsi que des intersections, c'est-à-dire tous les différents types de jonctions. Celles-ci 
peuvent être employées directement comme caractéristiques de scne dans des applications 
telles que l'analyse d'empreintes digitales ou la détection d'occlusions, ou indirectement 
en facilitant le traitement des contours dans l'amélioration des images. 
Les approches précédentes consistant à créer des représentations de jonctions sont géné-
ralement classifiées en deux catégories: celles basées sur la convolution et celles basées sur 
la diffusion. Les premires appliquent un masque à une ou plusieurs échelles aux données, 
qui représentent typiquement une image, en suivant une approche d'association de modle. 
D'un autre côté, les techniques basées sur la diffusion exploitent l'échange d'estimations 
structurales entre noeuds voisins de manire itérative afin de construire des représentations 
localement compatibles. 
On propose une méthode originale qui combine la robustesse des approches de diffusion 
dues à l'appui local avec la représentation de structures asymétriques associées aux méthode 
de convolution. Cette propriété asymétrique est cruciale car elle pennet de distinguer des 
jonctions simples mais pourtant trs différentes, telles les jonctions en 'X' et en 'y'. De plus, 
on propose une nouvelle approche pour transfonner l'infonnation symétrique d'orientation 
obtenue à partir des tenseurs de structure en champs de vote asymétrique directionnel 
pour faciliter la représentation des jonctions mentionnées plus haut. Aprs l'exploration 
de plusieurs modules de conception différents pour le développement de l'approche pro-
posée, cette demire est comparée aux algorithmes existants et appliquée à divers domaines 
d'applications. 
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Claim of Originality 
The ideas expressed in this thesis, to the best of the author's knowledge, are original.! 
The contributions ofthis thesis are as follows: 
• a method of transforming symmetric gradient information into an asymmetric repre-
sentation 
• an iterative update framework that enforces local support in an asymmetric manner 
• a comparison of the effects of enforcing local support based on the estimates at the 
voting and receiving node 
• a method of transforming a tensor-based directional distribution function into a 20 
weightmap 
• a comparison of the effects of propagating a node's entire structural estimate versus 
a novel inward-based approach 
• a mechanism to transform scalar, vector and tensor fields into appropriate input for 
the proposed method 
• an error measure based on both direction and saliency designed specifically to com-
pare competing local structural estimates 
• an investigation of the conditions under which occlusion could potentially be identi-
fied in the 3D domain 
1 Sorne of the proposed rnethods and results in this document have been published previously [3,4]. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Junction is a general tenn given to points where multiple contours meet. Such points fonn 
important features in many computer vision applications. For example, interpolation algo-
rithms make use ofjunctions to group sparse and noisy data in 30 scene reconstruction or to 
distinguish objects within a stereo depth map [57]. In image enhancement, connected con-
tours betweenjunctions denote boundaries over which smoothing should be inhibited [82]. 
Junctions also provide salient features for key points in fingerprint analysis, occlusion in 
motion segmentation, as we11 as defect detection in lumber inspection [36,59,74]. 
In the image domain,junctions are identified using the gradient infonnation. The gradi-
ent represents a local contour estimate, therefore junctions are characterized by the presence 
of multiple gradient-based contours. In tenns of structural elements, a junction is defined as 
the location where contours split, merge or intersect with another contour. To depict a11 of 
these different configurations, the representation oflocal gradient infonnation must be flex-
ible enough to characterize multiple directional estimates as weIl as be able to assign each 
estimate a certainty measure. For example, the intersection of a horizontal and verticalline 
fonns a '+' shapedjunction. The local representation should depict four estimates along the 
north, south, east and west directions as well as their relative certainty values based on the 
original certainties of the lines. The directional distribution function (OOF) provides such 
a representation by co11ecting contour estimates into a directional histogram. The value at 
each of the angular bins reflects the certainty of a gradient structure directed along the bin. 
The anguIar bins associated with the local certainty maxima provide directional estimates 
that are then used in the classification step for junction analysis. 
Methods that transfonn the gradient infonnation of an image into a DDF may be clas-
sified as efther convolution or diffusion techniques. The fonner convolves rotated versions 
of a filter with the image data, similar to template matching. Many methods use the convo-
lution results directly to populate the DDF, such as with Gabor filters. However, there are 
some methods that require further processing of this data prior to the initialization of the 
DDF. For example, the rotated averaging wedge method (RAWM) performs a first-order 
derivative calculation on the convolution results prior to populating the DDF. The features 
extracted from the resulting DDFs are then used either directly or in a multiscale framework 
for the junction classification step [45]. The convolution approach is useful in identifying 
patterns known a priori; however, several filter banks are often required to identify struc-
tures properly [31]. Also, drift error in the directional estimates occurs if the gradient-based 
contour does not coincide with the center of the window over which the convolution takes 
place. 
In contrast, diffusion methods distribute local gradient infonnation to its neighbors and 
then combine this data using specialized amalgamation techniques. In general, diffusion 
methods enforce local support, which is defined as strengthening common structural esti-
mates while weakening aIl others. In tenns of junction analysis, this implies that contours 
are identified only if a majority of the neighboring points support this hypothesis. There 
are several different amalgamation techniques available depending on the requirements of 
the application. For example, tensor voting uses tensor addition, which is computationally 
inexpensive, white relaxation labeling allows for multiple orientation estimates at the ex-
pense ofincreased memory requirements [9,52]. Another advantage of diffusion techniques 
is that they are capable of populating structural estimates among both sparse and noisy data. 
The problem is that both the convolution and diffusion methods are initialized with 
gradient infonnation directly, which is symmetric. This means that local structures are rep-
resented using two vectors with each pointing in opposite directions, normal to the gradient 
edge. If the original data is symmetric, then the final results will also be symmetric. Con-
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sequently, the local structural representations will only be able to portray an even number 
of directional vectors. This implies that symmetric-based methods are unable to represent 
asymmetric junctions, which are defined as the merging of an odd number of contours such 
as a 'Y' or 'T'-shapedjunction. Without the capability to account for both symmetric and 
asymmetric junctions, incorrect estimates of the local structures are propagated into the 
final results. For example, contour end-points, which are asymmetric in that they are char-
acterized by a single directional estimate, will diffuse outward after each iteration step with 
no stopping criteria. This means that every contour in the image williengthen over time 
creating increasing numbers of false junction locations throughout the data space. 
This dissertation proposes a two-step approach to represent asymmetric structure through 
an iterative process. The first step transforms the initial symmetric gradient information into 
an asymmetric, directional voting field, which is then distributed to its neighboring nodes 
in the form of ballots. The second step, described in Chapter 3, involves an iterative frame-
work that diffuses these ballots based on local support as weIl as a custom weighting map 
and propagates information asymmetrically. Chapter 4 investigates several modules for the 
ability to create or maintain asymmetric structures. Chapter 5 describes experlments that 
compare the proposed method with convolution and diffusion techniques. Chapter 6 tests 
the proposed approach against real-world data as weIl as discusses the application domains 
for this work. Chapter 7 proposes directions for future research. Before delving into the 
details of the proposed approach, it is helpful to review sorne background of convolution 
and diffusion methods. This review is provided in Chapter 2. 
3 
Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
2.1 Convolution Methods 
To identify asymmetric junctions, in particular those from image data, convolution methods 
must tirst he explored. For consistency of terminology, direction refers to the angle of a 
vector in ~2 with respect to the x-axis, ranging between [0,211-), while orientation is 1r-
periodic ranging between [0, 7r) as in the term 'horizontal orientation.' Symmetry refers to 
the geometric interpretation with respect to gradient-based contours, as in mirror-symmetric 
patterns rather than the concept of symmetric matrices. 
To discern between the various types of junctions, local gradient patterns must tirst be 
inferred. This is described best through the terminology of orientation analysis, which, 
in its most generaI form is used to identify oriented patterns within a sub-region of data. 1 
A use fuI tool to describe such information is the directional distribution function (DDF),2 
which provides a representation of the overall gradient-based directional topography. This 
representation depicts local maxima as estimates that align with the underlying gradient 
structure. 
Several different forms can be used for the DDF. In diffusion-tensor imaging (DTI), a 
single tensor is used to represent the orientation oftiber tracks in the brain [7] while in many 
junction detection schemes the DDF is a discrete set of angular bins that are populated by 
10riented patterns in this work refer to sub-regions within the region of interest that exhibit a collection 
of gradient edges with a high degree ofparallelism, similar to the concept of texture flow [9]. 
2The directional distribution function is an angular-based representation oflocal structure that reflects the 
certainty of a structure, namely lines and edges, along a given direction. 
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results of a convolution step [75,85]. The former method will be discussed in Section 2.2, 
while the convolution approach is now examined in further detail. 
When using a convolution scheme, the DDF is initialized by the results of convolutions 
with rotated quadrature pairs of kernels, such as those depicted in Figure 2.1. The data 
is then recorded into anguiar bins similar to an orientation histogram [27]. This process 
is illustrated in Figure 2.2 using the wedge filter against a white corner swatch [75]. As 
the quadrature pair is rotated, the energy is recorded into the associated angular bin, as in 
Figures 2.2(f-i). In polar form, the radial component denotes the response or saliency of 
the kernel pair with respect to data at the given angle. As expected, this template matching 
approach should exhibit strong responses corresponding to local maxima when the under-
lying pattern best matches the design of the filters. As in this example, strong responses are 
exhibited when the filter is aligned with the two step-edges and is depicted as local max-
ima in the DDE These maxima indicate the presence of dominant and recessive oriented 
patterns from the original input. 3 
2.1.1 Gabor Filters 
The features exhibited in the DDF depend upon the choice of convolution kernel. The most 
common approach for calculating local gradient or orientation information is by convolving 
the image data with a specialized kernel, such as the Sobel mask or a quadrature pair of 
Gabor filters [31]. The goal is to balance the accuracy required for the orientation estimates 
against computational requirements of the application. For example, a simple 3x3 Sobel 
operator is computationally inexpensive. In contrast, Gabor filters employa quadrature pair 
of kernels to address both even- and odd-phased gradients, are less susceptible to noise 
on account of the embedded Gaussian window, and can be adapted to varying scales [31]. 
Equation 2.1 defines the two-dimensional Gabor filter. 
1 1 (X2 y2) G(x,y) = e-/J. -;Y;-+"'Y cos(21fjX+P) j21fax ay (2.1) 
3Pattems may refer to several different phenomena; however, in the field of junction analysis, it refers to 
gradient-based contours. 
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(i) (j) (k) (1) 
x 
(m) (n) 
Figure 2.1: (lst and 3rd columns) are the even-phased kernels along 0=00 and (2nd and 4th 
columns) are the corresponding odd-phased kernels. (a-d) is the Gabor, (e-h) one-sided 
[61], (i-l) wedge tilters-[75] and (m and n) the rotated averaging wedge method (RAWM) 
[85]. The tirst two columns are top-views of the last two columns respectively, where the 
tirst two columns denote the numeric values in grays cale (-l=black, l=white) and the last 
two columns help visualize the lobe shapes. 
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(a) 
(b) (c) (d) (e) 
.10 i---...,... 
.. 
(f) (g) (h) (i) 
(j) (k) (1) (m) 
(n) (0) 
Figure 2.2: (a) sample swatch used to demonstrate how the directional distribution function 
(DDF) is created. (b-e) odd-phased wedge filters [75] sampled at rotations of 0°, 90°,180°, 
and 270° respectively denoted by the arrow. (Associated even-phase not shown) (f-i) energy 
response at corresponding angles in polar form and (j-m) denote the energy superimposed 
as the clarker bar in Cartesian form. (n) Final DDF in Cartesian and (0) in polar form. 
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x = x cos (0) + y sin (0) 
y = -x sin (0) + y cos (0) (2.2) 
where 0 denotes the rotation of the filter with respect to the x-axis, f is the frequency 
variable, ax and ay correspond to the variances associated with the 20 Gaussian envelope 
and P is the phase component that equals zero for even and ~ for odd-phased Gabor ker-
nels [21]. Both the even and odd kernels are illustrated for 0=0° in Figures 2.1 (a and b) 
respectively. Oespite the increased computational expense compared to the Sobel operator, 
the majority of research that requires orientation information over a region of interest typi-
cally uses sorne form ofa Gaborfilter [50,64]. There are a number ofadditional advantages 
of the Gabor, such as its intuitive manipulation using the steerability property [26], as well 
as being an acceptable approximation of the human visual system [1]; however, the focus 
of this research is on its accuracy in identifying local direction measurements. One of the 
issues with the Gabor approach is evident from its response to a corner junction as shown 
in Figure 2.3a. When a low frequency Gabor (f = 0.01) is applied, a diagonal estimation 
results, as shown in Figure 2.3b. This would seem to be correct perceptually if one viewed 
the corner swatch as a diagonal black edge with a high degree of aliasing. When a higher 
frequency Gabor is applied (f = 1), the DOF identifies the horizontal and vertical edges 
in the swatch 2.3c. This emphasizes both the importance of scale and the need for a bank 
of differently tuned filters to account for patterns with differing spatial frequencies [31]. 
More importantly, the Gabor outputs a 1r-periodic response, thus preventing the OOF from 
distinguishing between the corner as a rotated 'L' junction and the symmetric equivalent 
(an 'X' junction), which will be referred to as the symmetric response problem. 
2.1.2 Fourier Method 
Another method to construct the OOF is by performing a Fourier transform on the image. 
For the corner swatch of Figure 2.3a, the collection of Fourier coefficients is formed and 
illustrated in Figure 2.3d. The OOF is created by summing the coefficients along a line 
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Figure 2.3: (a) a corner swatch, (b and c) are the DDFs created using a Gabor at frequencies 
of f = 0.01 and f = 1 respectively, (d) the swatch's Fourier spectrum and (e) the Fourier-
basedDDF. 
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radiating outward from the origin along both e and e + 1r with respect to the x-axis and 
representing it in polar form as per Figure 2.3e [28]. One drawback to this approach is that 
the Fourier transform does not propagate specific location information into the frequency 
domain due to the nature of the transformation. This means that proximity-based weight-
ing in the spatial domain, which will be addressed in Section 2.2.1, cannot be applied in 
the frequency domain. Again, the more fundamental issue is that spectral information is 
symmetric, hence this approach also suffers from the symmetric response problem. 
2.1.3 Asymmetric Convolution Filters 
To address this concem, asymmetric quadrature pairs of filters were created. Work by 
Perona involved a one-sided filter that specifically targeted end-points of lines or edges [61]. 
The asymmetric framework was derived from Equations (2.3 and 2.4). Note that Equation 
2.3 takes the form of the first derivative of the Gabor along the x-axis. 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
Although this approach was successful in denoting asymmetric orientations within a 
sub-region, the filter's DDF also exhibited a small amount of symmetric responses. This 
was due to the presence of non-zero portions of the kemel spilling out of the asymmetric 
region. This effect is visualized in Figures 2.1(e-h), where non-zero weights appear in the 
region where x <0 for kemels at angle e = 0°. 
Another approach is to use steerable wedge filters [75]. In essence, these filters formed 
a quadrature pair of sector-shaped Gabor filters with polar-based smoothing, as shown in 
Figures 2.1(i-I). The main advantage ofthis approach was its ability to delineate multiple 
directions. Yu designed a slightly different technique known as the rotated averaging wedge 
method (RA WM) that calculated the average pixel value within a wedge-shaped region, as 
shown in Figure 2.I(m) [85]. The DDF was constructed by calculating the ID derivative 
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along the pixel-chain. Early use of infonnation gained from asymmetrically designed ker-
nels was perfonned using logical-linear operators that expressed a Boolean decision as to 
the underlying presence of specific gradient structures [34]. 
These asymmetric approaches perfonn reasonably well on trivial step-edge images, 
such as those in Figure 2.4. The direction of the diagonal step-edge is identified through the 
local maxima within the DDFs. However, even with this simulated example, it is noted that 
the effects of the symmetric portion of the one-sided filter depict an erroneous lobe point-
ing southwest of the center, as shown in Figure 2.4d. Also, this test case highlights that 
the choice of parameters is application dependent for the wedge filter, as the angular span 
was chosen too wide for this test case, thus preventing the proper estimation of a lobe at 
() = 0°. Applying the same approaches to another image with the same gradient locations 
but a change in the color map, as in Figure 2.4g, it becomes apparent that the respective 
DDFs have changed significantly. It is the location of the highest contrast edge, which is 
the black to white step-edge in this example, that biases the respective locations of local 
maxima in the DDFs. This simple change has most dramatically affected the directional 
estimates for both the one-sided and wedge filter approaches, as noted by the absence of 
the diagonal estimate in Figures 2.4(j and k) respectively. It should also be noted that the 
RA WM worked well for both of these toy examples. 
Applying these methods to more challenging T-junction test cases, as in Figure 2.5a, 
highlights another important issue. This test case exhibits gradient-based contours (edges) 
that are limited to horizontal and vertical orientations. However, the key is that they do not 
radiate from the center. As expected, the Gabor and Fourier approaches are accurate in their 
estimates being horizontal and vertical but are affected by the symmetric response problem. 
In this scenario, the Fourier approach has the advantage that the DDF is rooted in the spec-
tral, not spatial patterns, thus allowing proper depiction of the vertical pattern even though 
vertical patterns are not present in the bottom half of the image. Both the one-sided and 
wedge filter approaches are able to distinguish the horizontally oriented pattern, however, 
they perfonn poorly in isolating the vertical pattern. It is the presence of vertical gradient 
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Figure 2.4: (a and g) two slanted 'T'-shapedjunctions with different color mappings. (b-f) 
are the DDFs for the Gabor, Fourier, one-sided, wedge filter and RAWM for (a) respectively, 
while (h-l) are the DDFs for the Gabor, Fourier, one-sided, wedge filter and RA WM for (g) 
respectively. 
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patterns that do not radiate from the center of the image that cause both of these methods 
to fail. The RA WM performed well on the previous step-edge examples by isolating the 
correct direcions of the gradient patterns. However, due to the nature of the pixel averaging 
within the wedge shape, it too exhibits a more erratic DDF. 
The cause of the inaccurate portrayal of the underlying horizontal and vertical patterns 
is twofold. First, there is the sampling issue rooted in the number of angular increments. 
For the DDFs in Figures 2.5(b-f), 36 increments over the range of [0, 211") were used while 
360 increments were chosen for the DDFs in Figures 2.5(g-k). The Gabor, Fourier and 
one-sided filter, which are derived from well-defined equations, have smoothly interpolated 
versions. The wedge and RWAM, which are dependent on a wedge-shaped kernel param-
eter, exhibit spurious local maxima in the DDFs to a larger degree than the other methods. 
The second and more important issue is that the convolution methods are based on template 
matching. This implies that although the DDF provides a reasonable indicator as to the 
presence of patterns similar to the kernel, local maxima do not necessarily imply the more 
general gradient-based structures sought [49]. This is expected as the kemels are applied 
directly to the image data and not to the gradient space. To adapt these approaches to iden-
tifying such gradient-based patterns, a large bank of filters tuned to span the spectrum of 
spatial frequencies must be used to account for all possible cases [31]. Although steerabil-
ity has been explored in the use of such approaches [61], these methods also have several 
other parameters to tune. For example, Gabor, one-sided and wedge filters have different 
frequency parameter choices as well as Gaussian window variables [31,61,75]. Also, the 
wedge filter and RA WM require the selection of radial thresholds to adapt their methods 
properly [75,85]. 
Working directly with gradient information seems a more appropriate approach to iden-
tify junctions. Michelet et al. populated the DDF by calculating the average gradient value 
within an asymmetrically shaped sampling grid [53]. Although this begins to address the 
problem properly, their method has several variables to tune and more importantly, did not 
apply any form of local support" to add robustness to the measurements. 
4Local support is the concept of strengthening local estimates that are similar among a large population 
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spectively. 
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2.2 Diffusion Techniques 
An alternative to creating the DDF using a convolution approach is to propagate gradient 
data from a pixel location or node outward to its corresponding neighbors. This technique 
has been used under many headings such as voting, data passing, smoothing, regularization, 
local support, cooperative processes and labeling [32,37,44,52]. In general, however, it falls 
under the category of diffusion [82].5 This serves several possible functions: it reduces the 
effects of noise, populates empty nodes amongst sparse data, and adds certainty to those 
points that "agree' with their neighbors while lessening those that do not. The primary goal, 
however, is to strike a balance between the original data and biasing the local behavior. 
To clarify both the terminology as well as the motivating factors in many of the diffusion 
approaches, it is helpful to review briefly the field of perceptual organization. 
2.2.1 Perceptual Organization 
At the core of diffusion, and indeed many computer vision algorithms, lie Gestalt laws, 
which are also known as perceptual organization or percepts [65,71,86]. These are prin-
ciples that facilitate grouping of data based on hypothesized rules of human visual per-
ception [38,41,47]. Although there are several specifie sub-groups of these roles, those 
that appear most often in the vision literature are proximity, similarity, symmetry, closure, 
continuity, common-fate, parallelism and curvilinearity. Proximity, a measure of distance 
between points, tends to group points that are close to one another as in Figure 2.6a to form 
four horizontallines. Simi/arity, as in Figure 2.6b, groups like-points along four vertical 
lines. In Figure 2.6c, we tend to perceive two overlapping curves: a sine-like wave and a di-
agonalline, which falls under continuity, while a circle is perceived using closure in Figure 
2.6d. When dealing with line segments, we perceive a degree of colinearity, parallelism and 
co-termination in Figures 2.6(e-g) respectively. Many of these concepts are not mutually 
and weakening those that are apparent in only a few. 
5Diffusion traditionally has two definitions. The fust refers to the solution of a partial differential equation 
given initial boundary conditions, while the second provides a more general tenu for the iterative updating of 
information from data passing. Both definitions have significant overlap; however, throughout this literature 
the second definition will he used. 
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Figure 2.6: Examples of Gestalt laws of perception. (a) proximity, (b) similarity, (c) conti-
nuity, (d) closure, (e) colinearity, (f) parallelism and (g) co-termination. 
exclusive. For example, co-termination may be explained as proximity of end-points of the 
lines. Common fate, where features that follow similar motion paths are clustered, could 
be described as a measure of parallelism through the grouping of spatio-temporal based 
parallel contours as noted by Korimilli and Sarkar [42]. 
An example in computer vision applications that enforces percepts is a simple Gaussian 
smoothing operator that diffuses pixel data based on the neighboring pixel 's proximity to 
the center. The anisotropic diffusion methods, which are detailed in the Section 2.2.2, 
attempt to modify local data to become more similar to the perceived gradient direction 
by spreading data along the gradient, weighted by its proximity to the center pixel. There 
are also some percept-based side effects to anisotropie diffusion that pertain to closure and 
continuity where local edges are separated by a gap. 
Implementing perceptual organization in a computer vision algorithm can take many 
forms such as a Bayesian framework or a rule-based system [42,54,71]; however, the focus 
ofthis research is to apply these concepts to the diffusion architecture [8]. Guy and Medioni 
implemented a diffusion-type approach using percepts through specialized extension fields 
that highlighted both straight-line regions as well as end-point locations [29]. Their method 
converted an initial collection of points into a vector field and subsequently grouped this 
data using the percepts of curvilinearity, proxirnity and constancy of curvature. This method 
highlighted the spatial locations of junctions and contours, as well as illusionary contours 
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and became the precursor for research into tensor voting, which will be detailed in Section 
2.2.4. 
In order to make use of the principles of perceptual organization, the form that the data 
takes must first be addressed. In the domain of junction analysis, this implies the choice of 
gradient representation. 
2.2.2 Structure Tensors 
There are many ways to detect junctions based on differential information. For example, 
Salden et al. used fourth-order derivatives to isolate junction locations via the discriminant 
of the truncated Taylor expansion [69]. A fourth-order differential invariant version ofthis 
is outlined in Equation 2.5 [46]: 
D4 (I (x, y» = - (Ix4IY4 - 4Ix3yIxy3 + 3I;2y2 r 
+27 [Ix4 (Ix2yd y4 - I;y3) - Ix3y (Ix3yIy4 - Ix2ydxy3) 
+Ix2y2 (Ix3yIxy3 - I;2y2) r 
(2.5) 
where Ip denotes the partial derivative of image 1 along axis p. This process was shown to 
work well for a select set of image conditions, specifically black and white images, and was 
robust to additive Gaussian noise as well, as illustrated in Figure 2.7. 
The drawback to using fourth-order derivative information is that a large pixel area must 
be used to calculate such data. This issue is more prominent in the presence ofthree or more 
color values in the input image. For example, in Figure 2.8, even though the junction occurs 
between the white, gray and black regions, this approach tends to smooth over junction loca-
tions in using fourth-order derivative information. In Figure 2.9, the fourth-order invariant 
equation centers about the white to black transition region; however, is unable to discem 
the vertical white bar intersecting with the horizontal white bar in the left of the image. 
There is also the issue of choosing among many possible scales from which to calculate 
the partial derivatives, as in Figures 2.8 and 2.9. For these reasons, first-order gradient in-
formation will be focused on in this thesis. Two such forms are directional derivatives and 
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(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e) (f) 
Figure 2.7: Using Equation 2.5 against (a) 'checker' swatch of31x31, (b and c) results for 
differential scale 15 and 31 respectively, which correspond to the half and full size of the 
swatch. (d) the same checker swatch with 50% additive Gaussian noise, (e and t) results 
using differential scales 15 and 31 respectively. 
(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e) (f) 
Figure 2.8: Using Equation 2.5 against (a) three-toned T-junction swatch of 31x31, (b and 
c) results for differential scale 15 and 31 respectively, which correspond to the half and full 
size of the swatch. (d) the same three-toned T-junction swatch with 50% additive Gaussian 
noise, (e and t) results using differential scales 15 and 31 respectively. 
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(d) (e) (t) 
Figure 2.9: Using Equation 2.5 against (a) T-junction swatch with constant spatial fre-
quency with dimensions 31 x31, (b and c) results for difIerential scale 15 and 31 respec-
tively, which correspond to the half and full size of the swatch. (d) the same swatch having 
constant spatial frequency with 50% additive Gaussian noise, (e and f) results using differ-
ential sc ales 15 and 31 respectively. 
structure tensors.6 Although the former may be sufficient for sorne applications to represent 
the gradient, the latter are far more versatile and encode more detailed information in the 
form of coherence [35,43]. For example, if the gradient magnitude is zero, the distinc-
tion as to whether the image data originated from a region depicting isointensity versus an 
isotropie pattern cannot be determined with the directional derivative. However, this dis-
tinction can be made by performing the eigen-decomposition of the symmetric structure 
tensor S, Equation 2.6, and noting the relationship between the resulting eigenvalues [57]. 
The structure tensor is usefu1 as when applying a Gaussian smoothing operator element-
by-element, local shifting of edge information in the image is minimized. Furthermore, the 
cancellations of opposing gradient polarity directions are prevented when structure tensors 
are summed [17]. 
6 A tensor is a generic tenn given to a quantity that is expressed as a multi-dimensional array. The rank of 
a tensor is the number of indices required to describe the quantity. For example, a vector is a tensor of rank 
one where it may be expressed as Vi = (VI, V2, '" Vn ) while a two-dimensional matrix is a tensor of rank two 
as the elements can be described by two subscript indices as mij. A scalar is a tensor of rank zero. 
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(2.6) 
where l = I(x, y, t) and Ip is the partial derivative of l along dimension p. The eigen-
decomposition of the structure tensor representation allows a concise breakdown of the 
coherence of the gradient measure as well as a pseudo basis description of the underlying 
structure type where Àl 2:: À2 2:: À3 2:: o. 
S = (À1 - À2) ë1ê[ + (À2 - À3 ) (ë1ê[ + ë2eg') + 
À3 (ë1 ê[ + ë2eg' + esef) (2.7) 
where (ë1, ë2, es) and (À1, À2' À3) are the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the structure ten-
sor S respectively. In the 2D image domain, the eigenvector associated with the large st 
eigenvalue is directed perpendicular to the gradient edge while the second eigenvector is 
tangent to the edge. The eigenvalues themselves indicate the underlying saliency of the 
gradient structure along their associated eigenvector directions. As noted by several au-
thors [35,52,82], the difference between Àl and À2 indicates the coherence of the gradient 
information in the local region. Tschumperlé and Deriche expressed coherence using Equa-
tion 2.8 [82], while Jahne chose to express coherence as the ratio of the difference and its 
sum, also known as the mean gradient measure, denoted by Equation 2.9 [35]. 
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if (À1 + À2 ) > 0 
otherwise 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2.10: The case for a coherence measure: (a) step-edge with a single gradient ori-
entation possible, (b) isotropie gradient pattern where there is no single, maximal gradient 
orientation and (c) a monochromatic region where the gradient magnitude and coherence 
equals zero. 
Using Equation 2.9 provides a measure to distinguish between regions of isointensity 
and isotropie structure in the presence of zero gradient magnitude [35]. For example, the 
step-edge in Figure 2.1 Oa would give rise to a high gradient magnitude along the horizontal 
orientation. The distinction between the black circle and the isointensity regions, Figure 
2.1O(b and c) respectively, could not be made based solely on gradient magnitude as nei-
ther reveal a preferred, or maximal gradient direction estimation. By using the coherence 
measure, the black circle is properly distinguished by coherence lesser than that of the 
isointensity region. 
Several algorithms that rely on the identification of locations based on the presence of 
two underlying gradient features such as corner detectors or salient point locations [24,30, 
67, 81] quantify such features using the eigenvalues extracted from the gradient structure 
tensor form [39]. 
The interpretation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors can also be visualized as a 3D ellipse 
in the 3D domain [52], as in Figure 2.11. This is accomplished by representing the differ-
ences between pairs of eigenvalues as being relative to the elliptical radii. These difference 
values in turn indicate the underlying structural element. For example, if the value of (),l 
- ),û » 0, this depicts a local surface element (surfel) where el denotes the normal to that 
surface and is referred to as the stick tensor [52,57]. A local curve element (curvel) is 
identified as (),2 - ),3) » 0 where ë3 denotes the tangent along the curve. If ),3 » 0 then 
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isotropic behavior is present and denoted by a bail tensor. The eigenvalues and their respec-
tive eigenvectors allow a rich depiction of local structure as weIl as provide an architecture 
that is generalizable to higher dimensions [43,57]. 
2.2.3 Anisotropie Diffusion 
The diffusion framework is well suited to the task offinding a balance between maintaining 
the original information while biasing the local model. The former is facilitated through 
the data consistency term while the latter uses a diffusion or regularization term, defined in 
Equation 2.10. 
E (1) = J [~ (I - 10)2 + cp (li \7 III)] an (2.10) 
(} 
where the cp-function represents the diffusion term with respect to the image gradient \7 l, 0: 
is the learning term that balances the data consistency versus the amount of regularization 
desired in the output image 1 and la is the original data. n is the domain over which the 
data is integrated, such as the spatial domain when applied to images [82]. 
Diffusion is best described using political election terminology. At its core, it spreads 
information from anode, which will be referred to as the voter, to its neighboring nodes, or 
receivers. The ballot, the information itself that is propagated, is sent from the voters to the 
receivers where it is collected and tallied. The results of this election form the new ballot 
that will be used in the next iteration ofvoting. It is both the form of the ballot as weIl as the 
method by which the ballots are tallied that distinguishes the various diffusion approaches. 
A typical strategy is to apply a weighting kemel to bias ballots that conform with a single 
or multiple percepts, such as proximity or similarity, as well as to create a ballot field that 
is a function of the voter's ballot itself. For example, with isotropic diffusion the weighting 
kemel is based solely on relative proximity, where those receivers closer to the voter collect 
a stronger ballot than those further away, as illustrated in Figure 2.12a. The ballot field 
simply repeats the ballot information from the voter to aIl of the receivers. For example, 
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(a) 
(b) (c) 
• 
(d) 
Figure 2.11: (a) gradient structure tensor representation expressed in elliptical fonn, with 
the three basic fonns denoting (b) a surface element (surf el), (c) eurve element (curvel) and 
(d) an isotropie region [52]. 
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if the initial information is a horizontal orientation, as it is in the examples illustrated in 
Figure 2.12, the resulting ballot field will he a mask of horizontal orientations, such as that 
shown in Figure 2.l2b. Isotropic diffusion is a commonly applied diffusion technique that 
reduces the effects of noise at the expense of high gradient edge information. To retain 
the gradient data, anisotropie diffusion was proposed to constrain the weighting kernel to 
smooth less in regions ofhigh gradient information, along with various approaches that also 
have an orientational quality to smooth along rather than across edges [63,83]. Although 
several different terms refer to a gradient-conditioned smoothing approach such as bilateral 
filtering [79] and adaptive smoothing [68], they are based on the same fundamentals [5]. 
Using Euler-Lagrange equations, Equation 2.10 can be rewritten as: 
al . (<jJ (!IV' Ill) ) 
at = a(I - la) + dw IIV'III V'I (2.11 ) 
where div is the divergence. Equation 2.11 can be further decomposed to: 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
This framework implies that the data is smoothed with a weighting of c1/ along the 
direction 11/1/' which corresponds to the direction orthogonal to the gradient edge and c{ is 
the smoothing weight along the tangent direction [82]. It can now be seen how the vectors 
ITjTj and I{{ correspond to the eigenvectors as well as the eigenvalues and the C variables 
described in the previous section. The goal of anisotropic diffusion is to diffuse isotropically 
in the presence oflow gradient magnitudes (c'1 ~ c{) while biasing along rather than across 
high gradient magnitudes (cTj « c,). The choice of <jJ-function distinguishes between the 
different anisotropie diffusion. For example, Perona and Malik implemented a <jJ-function, 
sometimes referred to as the conductance equation, using: 
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Figure 2.12: Weighting kemels and associated weighted directional bins for a horizontal 
orientation at the center. (a and b) the isotropic case, (c and d) anisotropie case, (e and f) 
tensor voting [52], (g) the right-helicoid model for relaxation labeling using /"i,N = 0.7 and 
/"i,T = 0.9 [9]. 
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(2.14) 
where (3 is a constant [63]. Further research into the conductance equation showed that 
for sorne gradient inputs, it became ill-posed [18]. Another version was later proposed by 
Monteil and Beghdadi of the form: 
cp' (II V III) = 1/2 [tanh (')' ((3 - IIV III)) + 1 J (2.15) 
where 'Y determines the slope of the gradient gray value or transition region, in which dif-
fusion is performed [55]. By reformulating the conductance equation in such a rnanner, the 
transition region rernains constant for different values of (3. Later research addressed the 
pinhole effect7 by implernenting a set ofrules to detect such a phenornenon [55]. Weickert 
implemented a diffusion tensor created frorn eigenvalues related to cf/ and c{ with eigen-
vectors along IT/f/ and l{{ to perform anisotropie diffusion [83]. Other anisotropie diffusion 
rnethods exist that have similar but distinct cp-functions [13,40,70,82]. Further irnprove-
rnents were obtained by adding robustness to the conductance equation [12], as well as 
designing an architecture for orientation estimates and vector-valued images [62,82]. Al-
though sorne approach the problern by enhancing blurred information rather than strictly 
smoothing based on gradient values [84], the goal rernains the same: to enhance certain 
image features while reducing others. A generalized anisotropic weighting kernel in the 
form of a 20 Gaussian where ay = ~ax oriented along the x-axis is shown in Figure 2.12c. 
Typical anisotropie diffusion methods are insuffieient for identifying junctions as they 
diffuse information based solely on proximity and the original gradient orientation. An-
other approach, orientation diffusion enforces the periodic nature of symmetric gradient 
information through a specialized influence funetion [62]. Several other rnethods refer to 
direction-based diffusion in the context of gradient polarity direction to bolster pixel-based 
7Pinhole Effect: When a pixel of intennediate intensity, gray for example, is positioned along a strong 
transition region, such as a black to white step-edge [55]. 
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feature points or in the framework of color enhancement [48,76]. However, the focus of 
this thesis is on a phase-inde pendent description of the gradient structure. This implies the 
need for an algorithm that would add confidence to local structures by diffusing not only 
gradient information from the center node, but also conditioned on other structurally based 
percepts. 
2.2.4 Tensor Voting 
Using the structure tensor representation, tensor voting diffuses local gradient-based struc-
tural information with an emphasis on several percepts [52,57]. In addition, the notion of 
pair-wise geometric characteristics is included through the calculation of curvature in the 
decay function, DF. Data passing in the form of normal orientations to contours between 
pairs of points is facilitated through a votingfield, depicted in Figure 2.12E The voting field 
itself is based on Equation 2.16: 
(~) DF(s,K,a)=e- CT (2.16) 
where s denotes the arc length formed from the common osculating circle between the pair 
of tangent orientations, K the curvature and a the scale of the voting field. The parameter c 
biases toward lines rather than curves. 
As previously discussed in Section 2.2.2, the ballots are weighted by the eigenvalues 
(saliencies) associated with their voting field shapes. The three dimensional, first-order 
stick, plate and bail voting field are defined as per Equations (2.17-2.19) [80]. 
[
-cos (20) ] Fs (p, 0) = DF (8, K, a) _ sin (219) (2.17) 
1f 
Fp (p, 19) = J R;hFs (Ro<fryP) Rr<fryd'Y 10=<1>=0 (2.18) 
o 
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Figure 2.13: (a) An initial set of points with no initial gradient estimate, (b) the first-order 
ball voting field that is applied at each point, (c) the equivalent summation of the vectors 
collected at each of these points, which denotes both termination (by the magnitude) and 
polarity (by the direction) [80]. 
'Ir 'Ir 
FB (P) = J J R;J-rFs (RothP) RrthdOd'Y 10=0 (2.19) 
o 0 
where p is the spherical radius, 0,4>, 'Y are rotation angles about x, y, z axes respectively 
at point P, and R is the rotation matrix. The first-order ball-voting field FB serves to 
identify both polarity and termination of contours. For example, consider the sparse set 
offive points in Figure 2.13a. If the first-order ball voting field, depicted in Figure 2.13b, 
distributed single vector ballots to each of the neighboring points, the vector summation 
at each of those points would result in Figure 2.13c. The single vector representation at 
each node uses the vector's magnitude and direction to depict the termination and polarity 
respectively at that point. Termination is a measurement that represents the certainty that a 
particular point is an end-point to a contour while polarity offers the estimated direction to 
the next node on a common contour [80]. 
The second-order voting fields propagate the local structure of the underlying pattern. 
The final collection ofballots is calculated through a tensor summation of the contributing 
voters within the neighborhood of the receiver, weighted by the individual saliencies as per 
Equation 2.20: 
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G(~) = f [()'l - ).,2)j Ps (Pij , e1j) 
)=1 
+ ().,2 - ).,3)j Fp (Pij , el) + ).,3FB (~j)] 
(2.20) 
where Pij denotes the relative position between point i and j from the neighborhood n. The 
final tensor depicts structural information with associated saliency measures [52,57]. This 
diffusion or voting approach improves upon the standard anisotropie diffusion methods as 
it is able to incorporate similarity between curvatures as well as proximity into the voting 
field. This results in a symmetric representation capable ofinferring local curve and surface 
structure [52]. It also allows for easy generalization to create a dense data field from sparse 
information. 
One of the difficulties with this approach is in the proper selection of scale to use in 
applying the voting fields. One popular technique addresses this problem by combining 
information over multiple scales [19,45], yielding satisfactory results. However, thresholds 
and other constraints must be applied to dictate the manner in which the features are allowed 
to vary between resolution levels. EIder and Zucker addressed this issue by calculating a 
minimum reliable scale using the gradient information in conjunction with the sensor noise 
in an attempt to identify the most pertinent contours in a scene [23]. 
Tensor voting identifies junctions as those nodes that exhibit isotropie (bail) structure 
surrounded by neighbors with an anisotropie structure [80]. This approach is satisfactory 
for the identification of junctions with initially sparse and noisy data. However, it is in-
appropriate when the data is initially dense, such as with pixel-based gradient information 
from an image where each node potentially has a strong initial estimate. Furthermore, iden-
tifYing junctions as locations of lesser certainty surrounded by those of greater certainty is 
far too general to isolate gradient-based junctions in a densely populated space. Finally, 
as with the anisotropie diffusion, in particular Perona's orientation diffusion method [62], 
tensor voting has no mechanism by which to maintain singularities explicitly as the nodes 
become too heavily influenced by their neighbors. Diffusion methods average incoming 
ballots into a single representational structure tensor at the receiver. Thus, they are unable 
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to represent non-orthogonal orientational estimates as junctions require. 
2.2.5 Relaxation Labeling 
Relaxation labeling allows multiple labels, or in this case, orientation estimates, at anode 
rather than expressing it as a single structure tensor [32]. The framework itself is similar 
to tensor voting in that infonnation is diffused based on proximity, although instead of a 
Gaussian, a binary window is used in sorne irnplernentations [60]. However, the focus is 
placed on increasing local support based on the cornpatibility between two nodes. The 
only pair-wise diffusion feature of tensor voting is inherent in the curvature variable of the 
decay function.8 Relaxation labeling allows for the integration of rnany different co-nodal 
properties. In other words, whereas the previous diffusion approaches propagate data based 
solely on the voter, relaxation labeling focuses on the relationship between the voter and the 
receiver. 
This is perfonned by creating a compatibility fonction Tij that provides a measure of 
consistency between nodes i and j. Along with the local confidence in each label for aIl of 
the nodes in the system, the contextual support can be calculated as per Equation 2.21 : 
fl A 
Si (À) = L L Tii (À, X) Pi (À') (2.21) 
j=1 >.'=1 
where Pi (À) denotes the probability of label À at node j, n is the local spatial neighborhood 
for i and A is the set of labels [60]. Contextual support represents how well a particular 
label À at node i agrees with the estimates of its neighbors. The probabilities are updated 
iteratively using Equation 2.22: 
(2.22) 
8More recent literature attempts to modify the tensor voting fields after local curvature is estimated to 
sign [77]. 
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where 6 is the update coefficient and ITK is a projection operator that bounds the possible 
assignment ofprobabilities between zero and one [9]. 
The choice of compatibility function differentiates the existing relaxation labeling im-
plementations. For example, using a measure of co-circularity tends to strengthen struc-
tural estimates that depict tangents among a common circle [60]. This approach is ideal for 
grouping vectors or tensors that depict local tangents to sparse underlying contours. The 
co-circularity approach is similar to the stick voting field of tensor voting in that local cur-
vature dictates how information is passed from node to node. The compatibility function 
based on co-circularity takes the form of Equation 2.23: 
(2.23) 
where (k, k') are the curvature classes,9 Cjj determines the co-circularity coefficient and Eij 
and Kt dictate the outer boundary of the binary region-of-influence (ROI) map. ctkl cal-
culates the curvature consistency between two curvature classes such that given two labels 
and two curva~e classes, the relationship is strengthened based on the mutual overlap [60]. 
Another example of a compatibility function uses the right-helicoid, as per Equation 
,.. 
2.24, as its model can handle denser layouts of data [9]. This particular approach enforces 
local structure within texture flows where there is a number of parallel curves in the input. 
The general relaxation labeling abstraction is modified for ease of computation, and the 
nodes are set in 5D space with i = (x, y, e, "'T, "'N) where e is the local gradient orientation, 
and "'T and '" N represent the tangential and normal curvature values respectively. 
e (x, y) = tan-1 ( "'TX + "'NY ) 
1 + "'NX -"'TY 
(2.24) 
The compatibility function is based on node i and j, along with their respective curvature 
values, being a part of the same right-helicoid, which is illustrated in Figure 2.12g. This 
implementation allows for slowly-varying dominant orientation characterized by local par-
9The exact curvature measures are discretized and grouped into seven bands of curvatures. It is these 
bands that are used as the curvature classes. 
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allelism [9]. Other forms of compatibility functions have been implemented, inc1uding a 
3D version that measures co-helicity, which examines both the curvature and torsion [72]. 
There are several differenees between the tensor voting and relaxation labeling ap-
proaches. For example, tensor voting is less computationally expensive as it performs only 
a single iteration at a fixed seale. lO It also has less memory requirements per node as the lo-
cal structure is stored in a single tensor representation. Most of the earlier work defined its 
proximity parameter as arc-length [52,80]; however, more reeent work uses Euclidean dis-
tance to reduce computational complexity [58]. In contrast, relaxation labeling addresses 
the diffusion of data in an iterative manner. Although this has greater computational re-
quirements, by enforcing local support of the gradient structures over several iterations, this 
approach is less sensitive to the initial scale. By allowing multiple estimates at eaeh node, 
relaxation labeling is more memory intensive but allows for a richer structural description. 
Some of the challenges of the implemented relaxation labeling approaches are that they 
do not account for the gradient magnitude of the central node or that of its neighboring 
nodes. Furthermore, the proximity is modeled on a binary rather than a Gaussian window, 
although it is an iterative approach [60]. Even though this approach can disambiguate be-
tween multiple orientations, its initial data is still based on symmetric information from 
the structure tensors, thus preventing the proper distinction between directions of gradient 
structure. This implies that even with the potential for multiple orientational representations 
at each node, it still suffers from the symmetric response problem. A method is required 
that transforms the structure tensor into a ballot based on direction, not orientation, to dis-
ambiguate between asymmetric junctions in order to represent the data in a more powerful 
depiction. 
IOMore recent work bas investigated a multi-scale version ofthis algorithm [80]. 
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Chapter 3 
Asymmetric Tensor Diffusion 
The problem with the previous diffusion methods is that they seed their processes directly 
with symmetric information derived from the structure tensor. As orientation is 1l"-periodic 
or symmetric, the output from these diffusion techniques will also be symmetric. What is 
required is a logical transformation of orientation data into appropriate directional com-
ponents. This would allow the data to diffuse in a non-1l"-periodic manner thus enabling 
the proper representation of asymmetric junctions. This work proposes such a technique 
referred to as asymmetric tensor diffusion (ATD) that transforms the structure tensor's ori-
entation data into a directional voting field [3]. This field is applied at each node and the 
ballots are collected into their respective neighboring nodes. Next, the ballots are combined 
to form a directional distribution function (DDF) that is used to seed a secondary diffusion 
stage. Within this stage of processing, several different approaches are explored that en-
hance the local support of asymmetric structures. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 explain ~ach of these 
stages in further detail. 
3.1 Stage One: Directional Voting Field 
The process of transforming a structure tensor into a directional voting field begins by 
extracting its key features. Given a structure tensor representation of gradient information 
the orientation and magnitude are calculated as per Equations (3.2 and 3.3): 
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(3.1) 
(J = orientation (et) (3.2) 
(3.3) 
where (el. ë2) and (À1> À2) represent the eigenvectors and eigenvalues from S respectively. 
The coherence ç is calculated as well using Equation 2.9. The function orientation returns 
the equivalent angle of el with respect to the x-axis ranging between [0, 21T). 
Next, an inward facing1, directional bin field is constructed. This represents the initial 
ballot bins and the spatial locations of their corresponding receivers. This concept is best 
described using the analogy of a political election. As reviewed in Chapter 2, the previous 
diffusion methods send ballots from a voter to its receivers. The former serves as the lo-
cation from which data is distributed while the latter is akin to spatially dependent voting 
station. Rather than sending ballots in the form of orientation alone, directional ballots are 
used in the proposed implementation. This allows for the creation of asymmetric DDFs. 
The directional bin field specified by a direction, Bij and magnitude, \If ij is ca1culated as 
follows: 
( (J. - ln .. ) < 1!: t "nJ - 2 
otherwise (3.4) 
Ix··1 < 17 tJ - 2 
otherwise (3.5) 
where 7 is the minimum distance between nodes2 and 'Pij denotes the angle from voter i 
to receiver j with respect to the x-axis. The function of W is to distinguish between single 
lInward, for stage one, is defined as pointing toward the axis normal to the original orientation value. 
2The parameter 7 is one for an evenly-spaced grid. 
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Figure 3.1 : (a) an input of a horizontally oriented structure tensor with ç = 1 (b) resulting 
directional bin field Bij from (a). The double-headed vectors denote directional ambigu-
ity (orientation). (c) the directional bin field is then combined with the ballot weighting 
function Aij , (d) the voting field formed by combining (b and c). 
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and double ballot locations where the latter is assigned to points of orientational ambiguity. 
The role of ê, which is either one or zero, is to distinguish between the double and single 
ballots. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1b as double- and single-headed arrows along the 
perpendicular axis within the directional bin field. The ( ... ) notation retums the angular 
span between the two angles, taking into account 1I"-periodicity and ranging between [0,11"). 
The subscript ij implies the relative location between node i and j, where Bij ((Ji, ê) is 
equivalent to B (Xij, Yij, (Ji, ê). 
This process is illustrated for a horizontally oriented structure tensor in Figure 3.1a. 
The associated directional bin field, as shown in Figure 3.1 b, fonns a collection of vec-
tors that are aligned horizontally to correspond with the input. It should be noted that the 
field consists of paraUel vectors that point inward toward the y-axis and not toward the ori-
gin. This is in contrast to previous methods that direct the vectors as a function of relative 
curvature [52,60]. Inward parallel ballots are chosen instead to reduce initial biasing of 
the orientation data at an early stage ofprocessing [46]. Further interpolation between the 
ballots is perfonned in the second stage of this process. 
Since the original data is in orientation fonn, meaning that it is initially symmetric, the 
directional bin field reflects this in the voting field as two ballots at the center of the voting 
field. Finally, to account for those locations perpendicular to the originally symmetric in-
formation, the ballot pair at the center is replicated along the perpendicular axis (the y-axis 
in this example). 
In brief, the voting field is summarized as follows. Given a single structure tensor at 
voter i, both the orientation (Ji and magnitude IBil are derived as per Equations (3.2,3.3). 
At each receiver j there are N non-overlapping directional bins spanning [0, 211"). These 
bins collect ballots in a histogramming manner. The directional bin field maps which bin 
at j is incremented by the ballot sent from i. The strength of each ballot sent from voter 
i to receiver j is then weighting by an anisotropic map, known as the region-of-influence 
(ROI) function, Aij , which is aligned with the orientation of the original data. The ROI is 
calculated as follows: 
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(3.6) 
where Aij is the ballot weight sent from voter i to receiver j and R( (Ji) is the rotation matrix. 
Gis a 2D Gaussian, normalized to sum to one, with zero mean and {jy = q{jx where q is 
the sigma ratio (q = ~ in Figure 3.1c). This allows the first stage of the ATD to mimic 
the directional biasing of anisotropic diffusion. The ROI is combined with the directional 
bin field to form the final voting field, as shown in Figure 3.1d. Each ballot is illustrated 
as a vector pointing in the direction corresponding to the bin in which it is collected at the 
receiver, while the vector magnitude reflects the strength of the ballot. 
Rather than summing into a single value as do several of the methods reviewed in Chap-
ter 2, a histogram of N directional bins is used to colleet the ballots as per Equation 3.7. 
This representation allows for multiple direetional estimates at each node, which is key to 
distinguishing asymmetrie junetion structures. 
1 n 
DDFj (19) = L L SiAij ((Ji, ê) match (19, Bij) 
,;;=0 i=l 
match (p, q) = { ~ 
(J' = / N(J) 
\ 21f N 
p=q 
otherwise 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
where 19 denotes the angular bin, n the local neighborhood of i and Si the normalized 
version of the original structure tensor Si. This is aeeomplished by scaling the primary 
eigenvalue to unity while maintaining the original eigenvalue ratio. This reduces the effeets 
of outliers by assigning aB points with equallikelihood prior to the diffusion process. Equa-
tion 3.9 is used for the discrete case to eonvert angle (J into the appropriate bin (J'. The ( ... ) 
notation denotes a rounding operation and the subseript N denotes periodieity conversion. 
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In summary, voter i sends a ballot Si, weighted by Aij , to bin Bij ofreceiver j. This 
stage of processing results in every receiver having a collection of ballots in each of its 
associated bins. Next, the ballots are averaged per bin such that there is a distinct tensor 
representing each of the N directional bins. 
For the first stage of the ATD, the memory requirements are N times higher than 
anisotropic diffusion and tensor voting, which use a single tensor representation, and twice 
those for relaxation labeling, which uses symmetric information implying only half of the 
angular range is needed. However, dedicating an angular bin for each direction, rather than 
orientation, that allows asymmetric structures, namely junctions, to be revealed. 
3.2 Stage Two: Iterative Diffusion ofDDF 
Once the angular bins of each node have been populated, the local DDF structure is diffused 
iteratively to its neighbors. This is accomplished through a ROI map and directional bin 
field that take different forms from those of the first stage. At the beginning of the second 
stage, the DDF representation bas a single structure tensor occupying each of the directional 
bins. This information must first be transformed from tensor to scalar form creating a 
one-dimensional DDF (ID-DDF). This is calculated by summing 271"-periodic normalized 
Gaussians3, G21r as per Equation 3.10: 
N 
DDFi ('a) = L 18131 G21f (°13 , a'fJ' 19) 
13=1 
(3.10) 
(3.11 ) 
where the three Gaussian parameters (e, a, 19) correspond to the mean, variance and position 
respectively. The coherence, ç, is defined as per Equation 2.9. The parameter 19 ranges 
between [0, 271") and is subsampled with N increments for the discrete case to correspond 
3The tenn normalized, in this context, refers to amplifying the Gaussian function such that the total area 
under the curve SUffiS to one. 
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with the bounded limits [-b, b]. For aIl of the experiments b = 3, which is based on 
encapsulating 99.7% of the area under the Gaussian when {j = 1 for [-b, b]. The subscript 
f3 is used to account for each of the structure tensors stored in the directional bin {). This 
subscript is not shown in Equation 3.11 for visual clarity. The Gaussian is also amplified 
by the corresponding structure tensor saliency as defined by Equation 3.3. The values of 
({jmin, (jmax) are chosen empirically as (0.25,2) to vary between certain and uncertain 
estimates as a function of the coherence, which is bounded between [0,1]. The bin-wise 
tensor responses are transformed into Gaussian functions as Gaussians are able to model 
the tensor coherence through their variance parameter as weIl as provide a smooth transition 
between bins when summed. 
The process of transforming the tensor-defined DDF into the scalar or ID-DDF is il-
lustrated in Figure 3.2. In this example, there are only three bins populated by structure 
tensors, which are represented in 2D elliptical form in the same manner as Figure 2.11. The 
first structure tensor in the 40° bin has high coherence as noted by the elongated appear-
ance of the ellipse. This translates into a sharp Gaussian spike centered at 40° in Figure 
3.2b. The structure tensor at 230° is also elongated; however, it has a markedly broader 
shape reflecting less coherence than the first tensor. This creates a Gaussian with greater 
variance. Since the Gaussians are normalized such that their area under the curve is unity, 
the second Gaussian is less amplified than the first. Finally, the ball-shaped structure tensor 
indicates a coherence of zero, meaning that the Gaussian tends toward the largest variance 
allowed, {jmax. Summing these Gaussians results in the ID-DDF and is depicted in Figure 
3.2c. When the Gaussians are multiplied by their respective saliency values, the higher 
certainty measurement at 40° is amplified white the ball-shaped structure tensor at bin 270° 
is completely eliminated, as illustrated in Figure 3.2d, which better reflects the underlying 
data. 
Next, the ID-DDF is converted into the ROI map as per Equation 3.12: 
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Figure 3.2: An example of transforming a tensor populated DDF into a ID-DDF. (a) a 
DDF with only three tensors at directional bins 40°, 230° and 270°, (b) their corresponding 
21f-periodic Gaussians with mean and variance corresponding to the directional bin and 
coherence in Cartesian form reflected by the black dashed curve and (c) the polar form 
of (b). (d) the same process but with the Gaussians amplified by their respective gradient 
saliencies in both Cartesian and (e) the polar form (d). 
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0:::; Pij < DDF' ('Pij) 
DDF' ('Pij) :::; Pij :::; [DDF' ('Pij) + Pgap] 
otherwise 
(3.12) 
D ' DDF 
DF = DDFmaxPmin (3.13) 
Pmin + Pgap = (~ seale) (3.14) 
where Pij is the Euclidean distance between nodes i and j, and Pmin denotes the radial 
distance after which the drop-offbegins, as illustrated in Figure 3.3. The radiallength of 
that decay is denoted as pgap and scale refers to the dimension of the mask used as the 
diffusion scale. For the experiments, a heuristic of Pgap = k scale was used that produced 
satisfactory results during testing. The hat notation denotes the second stage of processing. 
The Jo term normalizes Â by restricting the maximum possible sum of the elements to 
equal one where No is the number ofpoints in the local neighborhood ofnode i. Equation 
3.13 normalizes the values of the DDF to a range of [0, Pmin]. Examples ofthis conversion 
are shown in Figure 3.4. 
Once the ROI is calculated, there are two choices relating to how the ballots are diffused. 
The first is the form of the ballot sent from voter to receiver. The second is the choice of 
node that determines the ballot's influence or weight. 
3.2.1 Ballot Form 
The two ballot forms investigated are the DDF and inward ballots. The former propagates 
the entire DDF structure from voter to receiver while the inward ballot sends a single value 
taken from the angular bin of the voter that is directed towards the receiver. This distinction 
is made as the DDF ballot type is the method most used in previous methods while the 
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the radial decay as per Equation 3.12. 
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Figure 3.4: (a and c) two ID-DDFs in polar form and (b and d) their corresponding spatial-
based region-oMnfluence (ROI) function, Âtj respectively. 
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Figure 3.5: Ballot Types: (a) given a 'Y' shaped DDF at the voter 'V', Cb) propagate to 
receiver 'R' using the DDF ballot or Cc) the inward ballot approach where the dashed line 
denotes the common ray between the voter and the receiver. 
inward ballot has the added benefit of heing derived from a co-nodal property". This is 
collected into the angular bin at the receiver that is directed back towards the voter. These 
ballot types are illustrated in Figure 3.5, which depicts a 'Y'-shaped DDF at voter 'V' that 
is to he propagated to the receiver 'R' . 
For the inward ballot approach, an additional step is performed when the angular bin 
chosen is not populated by a tensor, as in the sparsely populated DDF in the example of 
Figure 3.2a. In this case, the structure tensors from the populated bins are spread into 
empty bins using element-wise linear interpolation of the structure tensors. This process is 
illustrated in Figure 3.6 where a DDF initially with only three populated bins (1,5, and 9) 
are interpolated into bins 2-4 and 6-8. The additional step addresses the problems resulting 
from discretization. Without it, there would be no information propagated from bin 2, even 
though there is a strong response in the neighborhing bin 1. 
3.2.2 Node Choice for ROI 
Another consideration for this second stage is to define the ROI map using either the voter 
or receiver node. These approaches are compared using the DDF ballot in Figure 3.7. The 
4Co-nodal refers to the property of being dependent on both the voter and the receiver's spatial location 
and properties 
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Figure 3.6: (a) Initial DDF with only three tensors (at bins 1,5 and 9) populated by empty 
bins between them, (b) results of interpolating tensor-wise for stage two. 
initial DDF for voter 'Y' indicates strong estimates along the horizontal orientation by the 
lobes aligned along 0° and ·180° while the receiver has vertical estimates along 90° and 
270°, as illustrated in Figure 3.7a. For the voter-centered (YC) approach, Figure 3.7b, the 
weighting of the ballot propagated from the voter to the receiver is a function of the DDF 
centered at the voter. The ROI centered at 'Y' dictates the weight of the ballot in this 
example. Since proximity is also a parameter in the creation of the DDF-shaped ROI, the 
ballot sent has less influence hence is smaller than the original. This approach is the typical 
approach for most diffusion techniques where ballots are based solely on the data at the 
voter's location. In contrast, for the receiver-centered (RC) approach illustrated in Figure 
3.7c, the weighting map is derived from the DDF centered at the receiver. Only those voters 
located within the ROI are taken into account. Since, in this example, the original DDF at 
the receiver is oriented vertically, and the voter is not encompassed within the receiver's 
ROI, only the original DDF from 'R' is used to create the DDF for the next iteration. 
The following sections examine the various combinations of ballot types and ROIs in 
further detail. 
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Figure 3.7: (a) Original input: two nodes where voter 'V' exhibits a horizontal hypothesis 
while receiver 'R' has a vertical hypothesis, (b) illustrating how ballots are collected at 'R' 
for the voter-centered and (c) the receiver-centered approach. The light gray, dark gray 
and black denote the ROI, initial DDFs and the ballot sent from the voter to the receiver 
respectively. 
3.2.3 Voter-Centered, DDF Ballot 
The first method considered is to diffuse DDF ballots weighted by the ROI as a function 
of the voter. This approach is called the voter-centered, DDF bal/ot (VC-DDF) [3]. This 
setup has a similar approach to standard diffusion methods where a central estimate, DDF 
in this case, is propagated from the voter to the receiver, weighted by an influence function. 
The voting field for this approach is defined as: 
(3.15) 
where Î' ij reflects the ballot field that voter i sends to receiver j and Aij is defined as per 
Equation 3.6. The ballots are collected at receiver j by summing bin-wise (per '!9). 
n 
Yj ('!9)= L Î'ij('!9) (3.16) 
i=l, i#j 
where the t denotes the DDF results of the diffusion, n is the neighborhood of j and 
i =f j is to prevent the ballot information at node j from being used twice in the iterative 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3.8: (a and b) the ballot fields associated with the Âij weighting maps from Figure 
3.4 for an X-shaped DDF and a Y-shaped DDF at the voter respectively. The background 
image depicts the ROI while the individual overlaid 'X' and 'Y' shapes represent the ballots. 
framework that follows. This new collection of ballots is offset by the original DDF at the 
receiver through the following iterative update: 
DDFJ ('19) = aDDFtl ('19) + (1- a) DDFtt-l (-8) (3.17) 
where a denotes the diffusion or learning coefficient that is bounded between [0, 1] and t 
represents the iteration time step. The diffusion coefficient constrains the degree ofupdating 
of data that takes place at each iteration. Two example ballot fields are illustrated in Figure 
3.8 associated with the respective 'X' and 'Y' shaped Âij maps of Figure 3.4. The original 
shape of the DDF at the voter determines both the ROI weighting map and the ballots 
themselves in this setup. 
3.2.4 Receiver-Centered, DDF Ballot 
The receiver-centered approach uses the DDF representation at the receiver, rather than 
the voter, to weight the incoming ballots. This requires special attention to be paid to the 
ordering of the subscripts of the Â function. In general, Âab is read as the weighting based 
on the DDF at node a projected to node b. Thus, for a receiver-centered ROI, receiver j 
collects a ballot from voter i weighted with respect to j. The DDF results of the diffusion 
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Figure 3.9: (a) A test case for the receiver-centered DDF ballot approach. A receiving 
node 'R' (center) and four neighboring voting nodes (VI - \14), (b) the associated Âji cor-
responding to the receiver, (c) Âji overlaid in the spatial domain where the color intensity 
corresponds to the strength of the weight. 
D are defined as per Equations (3.18-3.19): 
(3.18) 
fi 
Yi (0) = L Î'ji ('19) (3.19) 
i=l, i#i 
This Y is then used in the iterative update Equation 3.17. An example ofthis approach is 
shown in Figure 3.9. The DDF is represented in polar form where the center node is labeled 
as the receiver and the remaining four nodes as voters. The Âji is calculated with respect 
to the DDF of the receiver and is depicted in Figure 3.9b, which is used to weight the 
ballot field Î'ji. This approach favors the receiving DDF characteristics and handles noisy 
or outlier DDF structures as it is updated by the more common structures that faU within 
the scope of the associated Âji because of the co-nodal characteristic previously discussed. 
This characteristic is examined further in the next chapter. 
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Figure 3.10: Test case where propagating 7r-periodic DDFs with the voter-centered DDF 
ballot approach produces symmetric artifacts at the junction. (a) initial set ofDDFs at four 
nodes and (b) results after one iteration of ATD (VC-DDF). 
3.2.5 Voter-Centered, Inward Ballot 
Although the DDF ballot type seems appropriate for most applications, its ability to repre-
sent multiple estimates is also its weakness. This is due to the fact that in the diffusion step, 
propagating the entire DDF results in too many directional estimates at each node. 
For example, in Figure 3.l0a, the four DDFs can be connected to indicate two lines 
meeting at a corner, P3, through the percepts of continuity and proximity. Nodes Pl and P4 
would he end-points of the two lines while P2 would hecome a segment of a line, denoted as 
a horizontal structure. Using DDF ballots, however, gives rise to four directional estimates 
at P3 • In other words, the resulting DDF may become 7r-periodic even when the ROI func-
tion is asymmetric. As the case against symmetric structures bas already been addressed, 
the focus here will be on designing a method by which asymmetric structures are created 
or maintained. The solution is to propagate only a select portion of the DDF from node to 
node. One such approach investigated is the voter-centered, inward ballot (Ve-IB) [4], in 
which the directional bin field is calculated as: 
(3.20) 
and the update equation: 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3.11: (a and b) using Â.;j forboth an 'X' and 'Y'-shaped DDFs of Figure 3.4, the 
inward ballot field is overlaid where the vector directions determines the direction-based 
bin that is updated at that node and the magnitudes indicate the weighting. 
fi 
Yj ('I?) = I:: ÂijDDFi (CPij) match ('l?, Bij ) 
i=l, if.j 
(3.21) 
where the match function is defined in Equation 3.8. Examples ofthese inward-facing ballot 
fields are iIlustrated in Figure 3.11. 
3.2.6 Receiver-Centered, Inward Ballot 
The last approach to investigate uses the inward ballot form with the ROI as a function of 
the receiver. The directional bin field is calculated as pet Equation 3.22 (note the ordering 
of the indices): 
(3.22) 
Thus values are taken from voters and col/ected at the receiver. The corresponding 
directional bin at the receiver is calculated along the direction from receiver j to voter i as: 
fi 
Yj('I?)= I:: ÂjiDDFi(Bji)match('I?,cpji) 
i=l, i-Ij 
(3.23) 
where CPji is the direction from receiver j to voter i with respect to the x-axis. The general 
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process for this approach is illustrated in Figure 3.12. The inward ballots of the voters with 
respect to the receiver are then detennined. Note that only Vi and Va have strong ballots 
whereas V2 sends no ballot as its receiver-directed bin is zero. This behavior enforces 
local support as \tl and Va are connected through the receiver in an obtuse-angled corner 
structure, whereas V2 is perpendicular to the lobe pointing toward it from the receiver. Once 
the ballots are weighted by the ROI function, they are collected at the receiver to form t j 
and are incorporated using iteration Equation 3.17 to form the new DDF as displayed in 
Figure 3.l2d. 
3.3 Design Considerations 
Several percepts were considered in the design of the ATD. For example,proximity is intro-
duced by incorporating radial decay into the creation of the ROI. Also, closure is addressed 
if the diffusion performs dense voting, where empty nodes are populated by the iterative 
diffusion from non-empty nodes. Similarity is enforced by choosing the DDF ballot, as this 
approach strengthens nodes with similar DDFs. In contrast, curvilinearity and continuity 
are promoted by the inward ballot. These phenomena are explored further in Chapter 5. 
The proposed ATD method has several characteristics in common with the generalized 
relaxation labeling (RL) approach. For example, where RL updates the estimates of labels 
among nodes, ATD updates estimates at each direction e among nodes. Also, the proba-
bility of label .x at node i for RL is similar to the parameter of a single angular bin e with 
the DDF structure. There are also sorne key differences between these approaches. The 
compatibility function rij (.x, N) can be thought of as a weighting map similar to the Âij in 
the ATD approach. Whereas rij is symmetric, rij(A, N) = rji(N, A), the same is not true 
of its equivalent Âii in the ATD approach. In the latter, the weighting sent from node i to 
node j depends on the DDF representation centered at node i, which is potentially different 
from j. Furthermore, ATD uses the entire DDF information at a given node in the creation 
of the weighting map, whereas the RL approach uses a weight based solely on the infor-
mation from a pair of angular bins between nodes. Most importantly, ATD incorporates 
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Figure 3.12: A test case for the receiver-centered, inward ballot approach. (a) initial DDFs 
per node where the receiver <R' is the center node surrounded by three voters, (b) the inward 
bin of each voter's DDF value is isolated, (c) then weighted according to Âji and (d) the 
resulting DDF at the receiver. 
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an orientation-to-direction transformation in its first stage of processing that allows for the 
asymmetric representation of structure. 
lt should be noted that ATD is not scale invariant, as there is a diffusion scale parameter 
in this method. However, this approach does, to a certain extent, address the issue of scale 
through two methods. First, the approach is iterative with a spatially defined neighborhood. 
This implies that local structural estimates are diffused to approximate the estimates that 
have the greatest support regardless of scale. Second, the ROI has a proximity-defined 
drop-off that is proportional to the DDF at each of the nodes. This means that strong 
estimates have influence over a larger scale than those with weak estimates. 
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Chapter 4 
Design Analysis 
There are four different approaches associated with ATD: the voter-centered DDF ballot 
(VC-DDF), voter-centered inward ballot (VC-lB), receiver-centered DDF ballot (RC-DDF) 
and the receiver-centered inward ballot (RC-lB). Within each ofthese approaches, there are 
several difIerent options from which to choose. The following sections detail the rela-
tive merits of each design module and their effects on asymmetric structure representations. 
First, the difference between the DDF and inward ballots is explored followed by a compar-
ison of the voter- and receiver-centered voting methodologies. Next, the utility of structural 
biasing using the DDF-shaped ROI rather than an isotropic function is examined. Other 
considerations such as the choice between sparse and dense voting, inward versus parallel 
voting fields and tests for convergence are also addressed. 
4.1 DDF versus Inward Ballots 
The approach of propagating a directionally based ballot, rather than the entire DDF rep-
resentation, is key to the identification of asymmetric information. The efIects of such an 
approach are best illustrated with an example. Consider the node-wise DDF configurations 
of Figure 4.1. At each of the four nodes, a two-Iobed DDF is initialized. Three of the four 
indicate an initial vertical estimate while the fourth indicates horizontal orientation. The 
respective ROI maps determine either the weighting map to propagate the voter's ballot to 
the receivers (VC) or the collection of voters whose ballots are biased with respect to the 
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(a) 
(b) (c) (d) (e) 
Figure 4.1: (a) original DDF configuration from stage one of ATD, (b-e) ovedaid ROI 
associated with each of the nodes (Pl - P4 ) respectively. 
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receiver (RC). 
First, the difference between the DDF and inward ballots (IB) is examined in the VC and 
RC contexts. For the following test cases, sparse, as opposed to dense voting, is applied. 
In Table 4.1, the VC-ODF approach is applied. The top row illustrates the raw OOF 
ballots while those in the second row are weighted with respect to the ROI map. For this 
layout, the node with the horizontal orientation is assigned the label P3• In the second row 
of P3 there are no horizontal ballots propagated to the other three nodes, hence reducing 
the contribution of this outlier within the first iteration. Meanwhile, the consensus of the 
remaining nodes dictates a vertically oriented line as shown in the third row of Table 4.1, by 
the creation oftwo vertically oriented lobes at P3• For each successive iteration, the initial 
horizontal estimate of P3 is reduced while the vertical estimate, which reflects the majority, 
is strengthened. 
The same observations can be made for the VC-IB approach in that the influence of P3 
is reduced; however, the overall estimates are quite different. As shown in the first row of 
Table 4.2, the ballots are formed from a single angular bin of the original DOF at each node. 
Note in particular that the DDF at P3 propagates no ballots to its neighbors. This layout 
also highlights the formation of end-point junctions, such as at Pl and P4 where there is 
co-nodal support along a single direction. This results from the graduaI transformation of 
the initial two-Iobed DDFs to a single lobe representation that now indicates endpoints of a 
common verticalline, as shown in the third row of Table 4.2. 
By propagating only the inward ballot in the VC approach, asymmetric structural fea-
tures (end-points in the above example) can be created from initially symmetric DDFs. AI-
though the propagation ofDDF ballots reduced the P3 outlier, this is not capable of creating 
an asymmetric ODE 
Next, the effects of propagating DDF versus inward ballots are examined within the 
receiver-centered (RC) approach. In Table 4.3, DDF ballots are propagated from the voters 
to the four receivers. The first row depicts the unweighted, DDF ballots while the second 
row weights them according to the receiver's ROI map. For this approach, the effects of 
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Table 4.1: Voter-Centered, DDF Ballots: (First row) the ballots sent from node P to its 
neighbors with the ROI overlaid, where the size of the DDFs denotes saliency, (second 
row) the ballots DOW weighted by the ROI, and (third row) results of collecting the ballots 
node-wise after one and four iterations respectively. 
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One Iteration Four Iterations 
i P4 1 P4 
t P 3 1 P 3 
! P2 1 P2 
t Pt 1 P1 
Table 4.2: Voter-Centered, Inward Ballots: (First row) the inward ballots sent from node P 
to its neighbors with the ROI overlaid, where the size of the DDFs denotes saliency. Note 
that the ballots have been widened for visual purposes only resulting in drop-shaped lobes, 
(second row) the ballots now weighted by the ROI, and (third row) results of collecting the 
ballots node-wise after one and four iterations respectively. 
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the outlier at P3 are far more apparent. The neighboring nodes incorporate this DDF in its 
entirety resulting in a ringing of the horizontal data from P3 throughout the nodes. After 
the first iteration as shown in the third row, the relative saliency of P3 itself is reduced, 
as noted by the smaller DDF at P3, however, there are now horizontal estimates in aIl of 
the neighboring nodes as weIl. After four iterations P3 is eliminated, as is expected of an 
outlier; however, P4 , which c1early supports the vertical estimate initially, has also been 
significantly reduced in saliency. Both Pl and P2 have retained the mutually supported 
vertical estimates, but now include a lesser horizontal estimate as well. Clearly, using the 
RC-DDF approach is not a desirable approach for representing the underlying asymmetric 
structure. 
Using the inward ballot approach addresses the issues associated with the DDF ballot, 
as shown in Table 4.4. Using this ballot type, the disagreement between the horizontal 
estimate at P3 and those of its neighbors is resolved. Note that the information at the top-
most node, P4 , remains salient after four iterations by depicting an end-point. 
The inward ballot scheme is superior to the DDF ballot approach for both the VC and 
RC approaches in that it properly retains co-nodal structural estimates that agree, while 
weakening those that do not, as per the diffusion philosophy. AIso, it allows for the trans-
formation of symmetric to asymmetric DDFs that provide a more accurate representation 
of the underlying structure. 
4.2 Voter- versus Receiver-Centered 
Both the voter- and receiver-centered approaches offer distinct advantages for the diffusion 
of asymmetric DDFs. As the previous section has already demonstrated the advantage of 
the inward ballot over the DDF ballot, we now focus on a comparison of the VC-IB and 
RC-IB. 
For the DDF configuration in Table 4.5, three of the four nodes have vertical orientations 
while a fourth has a horizontal estimate. Note that these are the same DDFs as those in 
Figure 4.1, but with a different spatiallayout. 
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Table 4.3: Receiver-Centered, DDF Ballots: (First row) the ballots sent from voters 
(Vi - V3 ) to receiver R, (second row) the ballots now weighted by the ROI centered at 
R, and (third row) results of collecting the ballots node-wise after one and four iterations 
respectively. 
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Table 4.4: Receiver-Centered, Inward Ballots: (First row) the inward ballots sent from 
voters (Vt - Va) to receiver R, (second row) the ballots now weighted by the ROI centered 
at R, and (third row) results of collecting the ballots node-wise after one and four iterations 
respectively" 
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Table 4.5: (first row) original node layout, (second row) VC-IB after one and four iterations 
respectively, and (third row) RC-IB for one and four iterations respectively. 
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Using either the VC-IB or RC-IB approach, the structural co-nodal agreement between 
Pl and P3 is strengthened, as noted by the persistent appearance of lobes that point towards 
one another after four iterations. Furthermore, the lobe at Pl that initially points downwards 
is iteratively weakened as there is no corresponding node below to support this hypothesis. 
The most striking difference between the two approaches is how the DDF at P2 is han-
dled. For the VC-IB, the left-pointing lobe of P2 is propagated to Pl where both Pl and 
P2 iterate towards a corner or 'L' -type junction. Furthermore, there is greater saliency or 
certaintyl that a corner junction is located at Pl than at P2 as noted by the larger DDF. This 
occurs as there is greater support for the consensus of such a structure between Pl and P3, 
which initially point directly at one another. This contrasts with the relationship between 
P3 and P4 that are mutually parallel in the originallayout. Conversely, the RC-IB approach 
uses the DDF at P2 to dictate which voters to take into account. Although only Pl is ini-
tially included, the value of the inward ballot at Pl that points towards P2 is zero. This 
implies that the relative saliency of P2 is weaker compared ta Pt and P3 where co-nodal 
agreement is being strengthened. This difference highlights how VC-IB and RC-IB address 
outlier nodes that do not agree with the majority of the neighbors. In this case, the VC-IB 
tends to adapt the outlier at P2 into the most likely structure with respect to the other nodes 
by forming a corner junction while the RC-IB tends to reduce its saliency. 
Another difference between the two approaches is how the DDF at P4 is handled. In the 
VC-IB approach, ballots are sent from P4 to P2 based solely on data from P4 • This has the 
effect of strengthening estimates between populated nodes. Since P4 is directed towards P2, 
the lobes between them are strengthened. The end effect is that the initially two-Iobed DDF 
of P4 tends to shift towards a contour estimate between P4 and P2 in that these points now 
become potential end-points for a common line. This is illustrated in the second column 
of VC-IB in Table 4.5 where P4 tends towards a single lobe pointing downward, which 
indicates an end-point. In the RC-IB approach, however, the focus remains on strengthening 
existing co-nodal structural estimates, i.e. reinforcing lobes that point between one another. 
1 A DDF expresses a directional estimate through its local maxima. The saliency or certainty of the esti-
mate is calculated by finding the area of the lobe associated with the estimate. 
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Since the only voter that faUs within the ROI of P4 is P2 , and the inward-ballot from P2 is 
zero, the saliency of the DDF at P4 is gradually weakened. 
These observations can be generalized as foUows: 
0 1• VC-IB tends to adapt outlier nodes into a structural representation that agrees with 
the rest of ils neighbors 
O2• RC-IB reduces the saliency of outlier nodes, similar to noise reduction, while 
strengthening estimates between nodes that agree on the local structure 
These are supported by the results in Tables (4.2 and 4.4). The VC-IB approach has re-
placed the outlier from P3 with a verticaUy oriented DDF, (Table 4.2, third row) strengthen-
ing the estimate held by the majority of the nodes, while the RC-IB reduces P3 with respect 
to the neighboring nodes (Table 4.4, third row). 
A third and final node layout is examined in Table 4.6, where the outlier, P4 in this 
case, is no longer spatially aligned with the predominant, vertical structural estimate of 
nodes H through P3. Again, the RC-IB approach reduces the saliency of the outlier. This 
time, however, the VC-IB approach does not replaced P4 to conform to the predominant 
estimate, but rather reduces its saliency. This, nevertheless, is in accordance with the earlier 
observations. The predominant underlying structure is a verticalline from Pl to P3• There 
is little structural agreement between Pl and P4 , i.e. there are no inwardly facing lobes 
between these two nodes. Thus P4 should not become a part of this pattern. The same is 
true between P2 and P4 • Therefore, the structural representation detailed in 0 1 refers to 
both how the individual node is shaped by its DDF as weIl as how it relates to the estimated 
structure of local neighborhood. 
4.3 Role of DDF -Shaped ROI 
To investigate the importance of the DDF-shaped ROI, the results for the RC approach 
were calculated using both an isotropic 2D Gaussian function and the DDF-shaped ROI 
as defined in Equation 3.12. This comparison was first investigated using structure tensor 
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Table 4.6: (first row) original node layout, (second row) VC-IB after one and four iterations 
respectively, and (third row) RC-IB for one and four iterations respectively. 
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Iayouts in both 'T'and 'X'-type configurations [3). In this work, a corner-type structure 
tensor layout is used, as in Table 4.7, to highlight the differences between these ROI maps. 
Within the RC approach, the ROI weights the ballots of the voters that are collected 
at the receiver. For an isotropic ROI, ballots are accepted from aIl voters and weighted 
solely based on relative proximity. The result of this voting approach is a blurring effect 
within the DDFs at each of the nodes, as shown in the first column of Table 4.7. These 
results could be interpreted to highlight the node with the largest saliency as the location 
of the corner junction; however, much information is lost in this process. For example, the 
location of the original edges as weIl as their respective orientations are not preserved in the 
final result. Another drawback ofthe isotropic ROI is that nodes with non-zero DDFs have 
equal influence as empty nodes. The data is diffused to the empty nodes in a dense voting 
manner, without the benefit of structural information. This effect is eliminated when the 
isotropic ROI is replaced by the DDF-shaped ROI as shown in the second column of Table 
4.7c. The originally empty nodes now weight aIl incoming ballots to zero. This implies 
that the DDF-shaped ROI restricts the maximum number of non-zero nodes only to those 
that had non-zero DDFs in the original information. FinaIly, the resulting DDFs are able to 
enforce structural estimates of local support by strengthening relationships between nodes 
of similar DDF shapes. 
The same general effects can be observed using the RC-IB approach. With the isotropic 
ROI, data is propagated to the initially empty nodes, as shown in the first column of Table 
4.7. With the DDF-shaped ROI, the original locations of the DDFs are indicated clearly by 
non-empty nodes while specific DDFs denote end-points, as shown in the second column 
of Table 4.7. 
4.4 Sparse versus Dense Voting 
Sparse voting implies that votes are only propagated to non-empty nodes such that the 
number of initialized nodes at t = 0 remains fixed throughout the experiment. In contrast, 
dense voting populates aIl of the empty nodes, which is typically performed to add structure 
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proaeh with the isotropie ROI and DDF-shaped ROI respectively and (third row) results 
using the RC-IB approaeh with the isotropie ROI and the DDF-shaped ROI respeetively_ 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4.2: (a) two horizontal tensors separated by a gap and (b) the effects of dense voting 
with the VC-IB approach, which populates the area between the gap. 
to sparse data. 
Since sparse voting uses only a subset of the total nodes, it requires less memory and 
processing time. The advantage of dense voting is that it is able to fill in missing gaps 
between similar structures. This mimics the percept of c/osure by populating empty nodes 
with the local structural estimate. This effect is demonstrated in Figure 4.2 where empty 
nodes between the original two estimates are populated and form a single contour estimate. 
4.5 Inward versus Parallel Ballots 
In the first stage of the ATD approach, ballots are directed paraUel to the original tensor 
rather than inward towards the center. Although the primary motivation was to reduce 
initial biasing of the data, this also simplifies the estimates of the underlying structure. For 
example, given a 'T' -shaped tensor layout as shown in Figure 4.3a, the inward and parallel 
choices each produce markedly different results. For example, if the ballots are chosen to 
face inward toward the center of the original data, the underlying 'T' -junction is represented 
properly; however, two curves are also depicted between the points (PI,P2) and (PI,P3). 
The much simpler representation of the 'T'-junction is created when initializing stage one 
of the ATD with parallel ballots as shown in Figure 4.3c. This philosophy is motivated by 
that ofOccam's Razor where the simplest representation proves the most fruitful [2]. This 
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Figure 4.3: (a) tensor layout with three tensors fonning a 'T' junction separated by a gap and 
(b and c) the effects of using inward directed and parallel ballots for stage one respectively. 
The VC-IB approach were used for both results. 
choice is less clear if there are only two initial tensors in a configuration as (PI,P2) alone 
from Figure 4.3a. Whether it is better to choose a rounded curve or a sharp corner between 
the two estimates will nonnally be application dependent. 
4.6 Different Data Domains 
The ATO approach can be applied to a variety of input types as long as there is a way 
to transfonn this data into a tensor field. One example is a point-cloud that comprises a 
collection of discrete points in space. This data can be seeded with directional estimates 
by applying the baIl voting field of the tensor voting approach [52], which creates a tensor 
field. Another input type is a scalar field, such as a 20 image. This data can be transfonned 
into a tensor field by constructing a gradient-based structure tensor at each location. Finally 
a vector field can be used directly in the ATD approach by converting each vector into a 
stick-tensor or by implementing a vector-field version of the proposed approach, 
The ability of the ATO to function on a wide variety of input types is a clear advantage 
over convolution methods that were designed only for the scalar domain. 
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4.7 Encoding Curvature Information 
By storing the local structural information in DDF form, it is possible to estimate the cur-
vature value without expIicitly identifying the local correspondence between nodes. With 
a single structure tensor representation, one possible method that avoids testing a large set 
of node pairs is to convert the tensors into the (X, e)-space where e is the direction of 
el and X = (x, y). The Hough transform could then be applied to identify points along 
common lines. This particular approach has several disadvantages including the standard 
bin-size problem associated with the Hough transform2, the need for a methodology to 
identify points along a curve rather than a line, and is computationally expensive [25]. The 
advantage of the diffusion approach is in its enforcement of local support that encodes the 
structural correspondence between nodes indirectly, thus avoiding the need to address this 
issue explicitly. 
However, this encoding cannot discem between a corner junction and a point indicative 
of a curve. Resolving this challenge would most likely require the correspondence issue to 
be addressed after aIl and as such is left as future work. 
4.8 Complexity 
To compare the complexity between the diffusion approaches, first assume that the voting 
fields for both the tensor voting and stage one of the ATD are calculated a priori. Let n rep-
resent the number of pixels in the local neighborhood and m is the number of angular bins, 
the tensor voting method has complexity at O( n). Next, the relaxation labeling approach is 
O( ~nm) as it only uses half of the available bins due to its symmetric nature. The complex-
ity of stage one of the ATD method is O(nm), while the secondary stage requires O(4mn) 
as several additional calculations such as the transformation from the tensor-based DDF to 
the ID-DDF as weIl as the conversion into the region of interest map must be calculated 
at each pixel. Clearly, the ATD approach is the most computationally intensive of these 
2The scale of the region in which the points are collected greatly affects the results. 
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methods. However, this cost can he justified by the improved results that are obtained, as 
described in the following chapter. 
4.9 Convergence Tests 
It is important that the results of the ATD algorithm converge over time to a stable value. 
Through the normalization of the DDF information as well as that of the ROI map, the 
DDFs are bounded, as shown in Appendix A. Also, given that a DDF tends toward an 
estimate that is shared by the majority of its neighbors, only strong underlying structures 
will pro duce DDFs with strong estimates. Otherwise, the DDFs will tend toward zero, 
which implies that their respective ROIs will also restrict their influence. In other words, 
aH DDFs either approach zero or maximum saliency. Convergence can be enforced in 
the application version of the ATD by defining the learning coefficient as a decreasing 
function with the iteration count as its parameter. However, in practice, such a function is 
not necessary as the per iteration changes in DDF values decrease monotonically over time. 
Usually no more than four iterations are required to reach a change in DDF value less than 
25% of that achieved hetween the first and second iteration. The theoretical foundation for 
the convergence of the ATD is left as future work. 
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Chapter 5 
Experimental Evaluation 
The merits of the ATD approach were evaluated through comparison with the convolution 
and diffusion approaches. The first test was to assess its accuracy in identifying the gradient 
directions of a T-junction input image against convolution approaches. Next, ATD was 
compared against diffusion techniques in the tensor field domain to highlight the advantage 
of an asymmetric DDF representation. For aU of the tests, the number of angular increments 
was set to N = 36 (10° per bin). 
5.1 Convolution Methods 
Several difIerent trials were performed in comparing ATD against convolution approaches. 
The first was to assess the accuracy in identifying a single T-junction pattern with multiple 
spatial frequencies. The second trial was designed to measure the error for a set of T-
junction patterns over a range of single spatial frequencies. The last trial was to assess the 
error when increasing amounts of additive Gaussian noise was applied. 
5.1.1 Off-Center T-Junction Trial 
For the first trial, a test-image was designed with off-center gradient information, l as shown 
in Figure 5.la. The results of the convolution approaches are shown in Figure 2.5. AH 
methods used a scale of 11xll pixels, to match the size of the test image, and the parameters 
IOff-center refers to edges that do not radiate from the center of the image. In other words, gradient 
contours that do not intersect with the center of the swatch. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.1: (a) input image (reprinted from Figure 2.Sa) and (b) the DDF for ATD VC-IB. 
were assigned as follows: Gabor and one-sided c!x = C!y = 1, f = ~, the wedge-filter and 
RA WM used i for their angular wedge size. 
The Gabor and Fourier approaches both identified the horizontal orientation, where the 
Fourier represented the vertical orientation with more certainty than the Gabor; however, 
due to the symmetric design of these methods, they were unable to represent the absence 
of vertical edges in the bottom half of the image. The one-sided, wedge and the RAWM 
methods did not adapt weIl to the presence of off-center edges. In contrast, the ATD using 
a VC-IB approach, which performed two iterations of its second stage, depicted estimates 
aligned properly with the gradient directions from the test case as shown in Figure S.lb. 
5.1.2 Error Measurement 
In orientation analysis, both the angular deviation as weIl as the difference in saliency values 
between the estimates and ground truths need to be addressed in the calculation of error. 
Consider the ground truth DDF in Figure S.2a. If only the angular deviation were used as 
an error measure, the first test case would have an error of zero, as illustrated in Figure 
S.2e, as aIl directions are aligned with those of the ground truth. Clearly, these two DDFs 
are different, therefore an error of zero is not appropriate. Using only the difference in 
saliencies between pairs of ground truth and estimate lobes, as in Figure S.2f, the error again 
is zero. This results from the estimate directed northwest being closest, in angular terms, 
to the ground truth pointing west, both of which have equal saliencies in this case. Again, 
an error of zero masks the fact that the DDFs are actually different. Another approach is to 
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(a) 
(b) (c) (d) 
(e) (f) (g) 
Figure 5.2: (a) DDF for the ground-truth model of a T-junction, and (b-d) three sample 
DDFs. Using only angular deviation produces zero error for the first sample, which is 
shown overlaid in (e). Using only the saliency difference between nearest ground-truth and 
the estimates, where saliency is represented as lobe sizes, is also insufficient as shown in (f) 
where there c1early exists an error between these DDFs. The SSD results in no difference 
in error between sample (c) and (d) where (d) overlaps the ground truth in (g). The dashed 
and solid radiallines aligned with the lobes depict the angular estimates for the ground truth 
and measured DDFs respectively. 
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calculate the SSD between the ground truth and estimates per angular bin to represent the 
error. Visually, this would correspond to the non-overlapping area between the two DDFs. 
Although computationally efficient, the angular-based pairing between closest lobes is lost 
in this process. This implies that equal errors would result from both test cases in Figures 
5.2(c and d) where their respective lobes that are directed upward both exhibit no overlap 
with the ground truth's westward estimate. Clearly, the test case from Figure 5.2c is closer 
to the model than the DDF in Figure 5.2d and should exhibit a reduced error value. 
To account properly for both the angular deviation and the saliency differences, the 
following error calculation was constructed. First, ground truths and estimates were paired 
by first associating each estimate with the closest (angular) ground truth. This implies that 
each ground truth may have zero, one or multiple estimates associated with it. For ground 
truths with multiple estimates, only the closest estimate2 was chosen to be paired with the 
ground truth. If there were two estimates of equal angular deviation, the one with the greater 
saliency was chosen. Once a single estimate was selected to be paired with the ground truth, 
all ofthe remaining estimates were reclassified as unpaired. This resulted in either a pairing 
between a single ground truth and a single estimate, an unpaired estimate, or an unpaired 
ground truth. The final error measure was calculated as per Equation 5.1 and is referred to 
as the saliency-angular error, (SAE): 
SAB ~ ~ {[ [s (e) - 8 (pair (e))1 + e[ [dev (e,;ir (en H]- e"} + ~ ~ 18 (g)1 
(5.1) 
pair (e) = { ~ if e is part of a pair with ground truth G 
otherwise (5.2) 
where Ne is the total number of estimates, s( ... ) returns the saliency of an individual esti-
mate or ground truth, dev( ... ) ca1culates the absolute angular difference between a pairing 
of indices that range from [1, N] where N is the number of angular bins. The NU9 cor-
2The tenn closest, in this step, refers to the closest angular estimate. 
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responds to the number of unpaired ground truths and ê = 0.1 to assure that neither the 
angular nor the saliency difference negates the influence of one another. The ! in the sec-
ond term of the SAE is to represent the maximum angular difference of 7r, where 27r is 
normalized to one. In the event that pair( e) = 0, s( ... ) equals zero. For further details, see 
AppendixB. 
Although seemingly complex, these equations describing the DDF error are actually 
based on two simple concepts. The SAE gives reduced errors for estimates that are close in 
both saliency and angular direction to the ground truth, while DDFs with too many or too 
few estimates with respect to the number of ground truths have increased error values. 
5.1.3 Spatial Frequency Trial 
Where the previous trial exposed sorne of the general advantages and disadvantages of each 
method, the spatial frequency trial quantitatively measured the error of each method in 
an effort to compare the algorithms fairly. In this trial, the spatial frequency was varied 
uniformly for the horizontal and vertical bands of the test image. For example, in Figure 
5.3b, where the spatial frequency was equal to one, exactly one period of a sine wave is 
visible along the vertical bands. The horizontal bands are occluded in the bottom half of the 
swatch. This setup was chosen to detail how convolution approaches are highly dependent 
on spatial frequency, and to provide an asymmetric pattern where there are no vertical edges 
in the top half. The ground truth model for this structure is shown in Figure 5.2a with equal 
saliencies for each direction. 
The algorithms were applied to swatches of spatial frequencies between [0.5, 5] with 
0.1 increments and their error measurements are shown in Figure 5.3d. The same set of 
parameters were used in this trial as those in the previous trial. The convolution approaches 
exhibited relatively small error values at frequency ranges coinciding with the set of pa-
rameters chosen for this experiment. If the parameters are changed, so does the frequency 
range that exhibits reduced error values. This effect was charted and is shown in Figure 
5.4 where different frequency parameters were used for the Gabor and one-sided methods, 
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0.5 
0.4 
(a) (b) 
2 2.5 3.5 
Frequency (Hz) 
(d) 
-
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1 III 
(c) 
--Gabor 
--OneSlded 
--Wedge 
--Fourier 
'00 RAWM 
-El-ATD(VC-IB) 
-t-ATD(RC-IB) 
Figure 5.3: (a-c) sample T-junction swatches at f = 0.5, f = 1 and f = 5 respectively. (d) 
the graph of errors for the various methods across the frequency range of [0.5, 5]. 
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Mean Variance 
Gabor 0.057909 0.002526 
one-sided 0.061074 0.005913 
wedge 0.094344 0.000225 
Fourier 0.079398 0.001622 
RAWM 0.097215 0.001366 
ATD (VC-IB) 0.009078 0.000001 
ATD(RC-IB) 0.004316 0.000003 
Table 5.1: Error mean and variance for the spatial frequency trial. 
while wedge sizes were varied for the wedge filter and RA WM. A collection of differently 
tuned filters is required in order to reduce error rates across aU of the spatial frequencies. 
In this case, one must still select which of the DDFs best represents the local structure. 
Among convolution approaches, the Fourier method exhibited the smallest error measures 
in the range of [0.75,2), while the Gabor and one-sided methods exhibited minimal errors 
ab ove this range. 
Both the VC-IB and RC-IB versions of the ATD exhibited consistently low error rates 
throughout the frequency range, as shown in Table 5.1. The ATD approaches exhibited 
the least mean and variance errors that illustrated their robustness to differing spatial fre-
quencies. The change in error with different parameters was observed for three different 
diffusion scales, as shown in Figures 5.4(e and f). As expected, error decreased for this 
test case when the diffusion scale increased. This is due to the corresponding increase in 
the number ofneighbors that cast ballots, which results in the DDFs created from a greater 
population. Note also that the change in error values between diffusion sc ales was relatively 
constant across spatial frequencies. 3 Larger diffusion scales, which aUow a greater number 
of structural patterns within the ROI, may dilute more complicated structures, at least in 
the first iteration. It should be noted that both ATD approaches were more computationally 
expensive than the convolution methods, due mainly to the choice of iteration steps and 
diffusion scale. The tradeoff, of course, is that the ATD offered a precise depiction of the 
underlying gradient structure. 
3The error graph has the same approximate pattern, only shifted vertically between parameter changes. 
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Figure 5.4: Error measures for three different parameter values for (a) frequency within the 
Gabor equation, (b) frequency within one-sided equation, (c) angular wedge size for the 
wedge filter, (d) angular wedge size for the RAWM, (e) diffusion scale of AIn (VC-IB) 
and (f) diffusion scale of AIn (Re-lB). *NB: The vertical axis for the AIn approaches is 
half an order of magnitude smaller than that used for the other methods. 
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Sample DDFs from each of the algorithms at two different frequencies are shown in 
Figure 5.5. At a frequency of 0.5, only the ATD paradigms produced a DDF similar to a 
T-shaped structure, with corresponding low error in Figure 5.3d. The Gabor also exhibited 
a low error value resulting from its salient estimates along the horizontal, with lesser salient 
lobes along the vertical orientation. The presence of an estimate directed upwards, which 
resulted from the Gabor's symmetric response, increased its error in tbis instance. The 
one-sided approach, with the next least error after Gabor, had only two estimates that were 
similar to the horizontally directed ground truths. At the higher frequency of 5, the wedge 
filter and the RA WM, both of which use an angular wedge parameter, had difficulty isolat-
ing salient estimates. This resulted from the off-center edges in the test image. It should be 
noted that the Fourier approach properly identified both of the orientations present at this 
bigher frequency; however, it was unable to represent the absence of vertical edges in the 
top-half of the image due to its symmetric nature in creating the DDF. For both frequencies, 
the ATD was able to identity the three, and only three, ground truth directions properly. 
The non-zero error of these methods results from the saliencies (lobe sizes) not being equal 
to those of the ground truth mode!. 
5.1.4 Gaussian Noise Trial 
The next trial was to test the robustness of the algorithms against additive Gaussian noise. 
The first test case used a simple horizontal step-edge image, as shown in Figure 5.6a. The 
ground truth was defined as two directions at () = 00 and () = 1800 with equal saliency 
components. 
The error measures were calculated against increasing amounts of zero-mean additive 
Gaussian noise with a variance range of [0,0.05]. The results from five different applications 
of Gaussian noise were combined, where the mean error formed the graph contours and the 
variance was depicted as error bars in Figure 5.6d 
Since the two ground truth directions also defined a single orientation (horizontal), 
both the Gabor and Fourier approaches performed especially well for this test case. Even 
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Figure 5.5: The DDFs associated with spatial frequency for f = 0.5 (left) and f = 5 (right) 
using (a) Gabor, (b) one-sided, (c) wedge filter, (d) Fourier, (e) RAWM, (f) ATD (Ve-lB) 
and (g) ATD (Re-lB). The overlaid numbers in the figures denote tick marks along the 
radial axis. 
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(a) (b) 
0.01 
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(c) 
-Gabor 
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--Fourier 
··'RAWM 
---ATD(VC-IB) 
-I-ATD(RC-IB) 
Figure 5.6: (a-c) sample images with additive Gaussian noise at variance values 
(0,0.0025,0.05) respectively. (d) results of the mean error measures per algorithm with 
overlaid error-bars corresponding to the variance range. 
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~ean \Tariance 
Gabor 0.000000 0.000000 
OneSided 0.014152 0.000256 
Wedge 0.224282 0.000009 
Fourier 0.014712 0.000673 
RAW~ 0.183803 0.000055 
ATD (\TC-IB) 0.122946 0.001636 
ATD(RC-IB) 0.107653 0.001586 
Table 5.2: Error mean and variance for the Gaussian noise trial applied to the simulated 
horizontal step-edge image. 
with increasing amounts of noise, the Gabor approach produced satisfactory results. Both 
the wedge filter and RA ~ performed poorly throughout, most likely resulting from the 
true step-edge being centered between pixels, thus the estimates consistently were directed 
slightly upwards.4 Both the \TC-IB and the RC-IB paradigms had relatively the same error 
graphs. The mean and variance of the error for each of these algorithms are shown in Table 
5.2. For these values, the Gabor proved to be immune to the noise. 
As noise was added, the convolution approaches decreased their saliencies or beliefs in 
their estimates resulting from the increased uncertainty. Both of the ATD approaches, how-
ever, increased their saliencies as noise was added. This behavior resulted from the initial 
calculation of the structure tensors at each pixel location with a normalized gradient mag-
nitude.5 In a simulated test case such as this one, pixels within the monochromatic regions 
had exactly zero gradient magnitude. This implies that there is no definitive direction with 
which to normalize the gradient information, hence a magnitude of zero must be used. This 
event is quite rare and only found with simulated cases as most real images have at least 
a single color-level difference between neighboring pixels to produce a non-zero gradient 
magnitude that can in turn be normalized to one. To prevent this pathological case, the raw 
gradient magnitude could be used rather than the normalized magnitude; however, normal-
ization has the advantage of reducing the influence of noise. Although this scenario occurs 
4 As the convolution kemels are applied over a discretely sampled mask of odd-dimension, the mask is 
never centered over the step-edge. 
5Normalization of gradient information, in this context, refers to retaining the gradient direction, but 
replacing the magnitude with one. 
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Figure 5.7: The DDF associated with no Gaussian noise (left) and Gaussian noise with 
variance=O.05 (right) for (a) Gabor, (b) one-sided, (c) wedge filter, (d) Fourier. (e) RAWM, 
(f) ATD (VC-IB) and (g) ATD (RC-IB). 
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Figure 5.8: Error measures for three different parameter values for (a) frequeney within the 
Gabor equation, (b) frequeney within one-sided equation, (c) angular wedge size for the 
wedge filter, (d) angular wedge size for the RAWM, (e) diffusion seale of ATD (VC-IB) 
and (f) diffusion seale of ATD (RC-IB). 
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(d) 
Figure 5.9: (a-c) error measures when applied against T-junction swatches with f = 
2.5 as per the spatial frequency trial, with additive Gaussian noise at variance values 
(0,0.0025,0.05) respectively. (d) results of the mean error measures per algorithm with 
overlaid error bars corresponding to the variance range. 
infrequently, this case is presented here to illustrate one of the disadvantages of the ATD. 
Changing the parameters within each of the algorithms also had a markedly difIerent 
efIect in this trial. As shown in Figure 5.8a, the low frequency Gabor worked weIl, which 
corresponded with the characteristics of the input image. As the Gabor frequency parameter 
was increased, it became more sensitive to noise. This was also observed for the one-sided 
method. Both the wedge filter and RA WM approaches were relatively resistant to change 
between the various angular wedge pararneters, while both of the ATD approaches had 
minimal rise in the error values as the diffusion scale increased. 
The next noise trial was perforrned using an asymmetric pattern derived from the T-
junction pattern where both the top and bottom halves had a spatial frequency of 2.5, as 
in Figure 5.9a. The ground truth used for this experiment was the sarne as that used for 
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Mean Variance 
Gabor 0.052408 0.000046 
OneSided 0.039668 0.000025 
Wedge 0.117915 0.000027 
Fourier 0.086691 0.000016 
RAWM 0.108906 0.000009 
ATD(VC-IB) 0.021034 0.000268 
ATD(RC-IB) 0.023255 0.000542 
Table 5.3: Error mean and variance for the Gaussian noise applied to the T-junction pattern. 
the spatial frequency trial. With the asymmetric structure, both of the ATD paradigms 
exhibited the least error up to a Gaussian noise variance of approximately 0.035 as shown 
in Figure 5.9d. The symmetric approaches, Gabor and Fourier, had increased errors due to 
their inability to represent the absence of vertical direction in the top half. Both the wedge 
filter and RA WM approaches remained those with the highest error measures. 
The error value mean and variance across aU of the noise images were calculated and 
shown in Table 5.3. While the convolution approaches obtained lower error variances, the 
ATD approaches exhibited the least mean error. 
Sample DDFs corresponding to the swatches of Figure 5.9a with no noise and 5.9c 
with Gaussian noise of variance of 0.05, are depicted in Figure 5.10. The T-junction 
structure was quickly lost by the wedge filter and RAWM approaches. The Fourier method, 
and to lesser extent the Gabor method, was adept in identifying the orientations, if not the 
directions. Note here the decrease in saliency as noise increased for the ATD methods. 
This is expected as the normalization effect, discussed in the step-edge trial, is no longer 
prevalent. 
The effects of changing the parameters for this trial are shown in Figure 5.11. As the 
Gabor frequency parameter increased, the error also increased across the noise range. For 
the ATD approaches, the error over the entire range of noise decreased as the diffusion scale 
increased. 
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Figure 5.10: The DDFs associated with no Gaussian noise (left) and Gaussian noise with 
variance =O. 05 (right) for (a) Gabor, (b) one-sided, (c) wedge filter, (d) Fourier, (e) RAWM, 
(f) ATD (VC-IB) and (g) ATD (RC-IB). 
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Figure 5.11: Error measures for three ditferent parameter values for (a) frequency within 
the Gabor equation, (b) frequency within one-sided equation, (c) angular wedge size for the 
wedge filter, (d) angular wedge size for the RAWM, (e) diffusion scale of ATD (VC-ffi) 
and (t) diffusion scale of ATD (RC-ffi). 
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5.2 Diffusion Methods 
The ATD approaches were compared with previous diffusion methods using several prede-
fined tensor field layouts. The first test highlighted the importance of a symmetric DDF in 
the diffusion framework by comparing a 'T'and 'X' -shaped tensor layout. The second test 
examined the efIects of both sparse information and three difIerent types of noise applied 
to a predefined tensor field. In brief, the ATD approaches provided superior DDFs as they 
were capable of representing the underlying structure asymmetrically. For the noise trials, 
the tensor voting approach provided the most consistent junction location estimates in the 
presence of several difIerent types of noise. These included the addition of extra samples as 
weIl as noise added to the spatial location of the original samples and to the gradient data 
itself. Nevertheless, the tensor voting approach was incapable of representing the junc-
tion type given its single tensor representation. The relaxation labeling approach was able 
to represent the orientations of the underlying junctions; however, had problems with the 
last noise trial, as did the ATD. OveraIl, the ATD approaches were the only methods able 
to consistently identify the asymmetric structure of end-points as weIl as represent curved 
contours. 
5.2.1 Asymmetric Tensor Field Layout Trial 
Figures 5.12(a and g) depict 'X' and 'T' -shaped structure tensor layouts respectively. Since 
the isotropic, anisotropic6 and tensor voting schemes represent the local structural informa-
tion using a single tensor, in elliptical form in Figure 5.12, it was not obvious whether their 
DDF represented a region of little structure, baIl tensor, or from two perpendicular lines, 
which also produce a ball tensor. The relaxation labeling approach was able to represent 
the two orientations, although only the ATD approach was able to represent the asymmetric 
structure of the 'T' junction as weIl as the symmetric 'X' junction data. 
6The anisotropie diffusion method used was based on a 2D Gaussian with II Il = ! II x. 
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Figure 5.12: (a) X-junetion tensor layout and resulting DDF at annotated location 'A' for 
(b) isotropie, (e) anisotropie, (d) tensorvoting, (e) relaxation labeling and (f) ATD (VC-IB). 
(g) T-junetion tensor layout and resulting DDF at annotated location 'A' for (h) isotropie, 
(i) anisotropie, (j) tensor voting, (k) relaxation labeling and (1) ATD (VC-IB). 
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5.2.2 Uniformly Sampled Tensor Field 
A predefined tensor field was created as a ground truth benchmark to assess error accurately 
for the Tv, RL and ATD methods. This field was constructed using a square, circle and 
line with junctions and overlaps as illustrated in Figure 5.13a. This particular setup was 
chosen as it exhibited a variety of junction types, namelya slanted 'T' -junction (A), slanted 
'X'-junction (B), end-point or termination7 (C) and symmetric 'X'-junction (D). The exact 
locations ofthese points were calculated from given the geometric parameters of the shapes. 
After aIl of the noise trials were completed, it was found that the relaxation labeling method 
exhibited its best estimates offset by a fixed amount from these ground truth locations for 
each trial. Therefore, the DDFs used to compare relaxation labeling against the remaining 
methods were sampled from these better estimate locations to the ground truths. It should 
also be noted that there was no such offset associated with the tensor voting, VC-IB or 
RC-IB approach. The error measurements calculated at these locations for the following 
experiments used the ground truth DDFs, shown in Figures 5.l3(c-f) where each lobe has 
equal saliency. 
The original tensor field was calculated by uniformly sampling points on the shapes and 
replacing them with stick-tensors oriented normal to the contours, as shown in Figure 5.13b. 
For all of the following tests, this normal-directed tensor field was used as the input for the 
tensor voting approach, as it was implemented in its original work [52]. The resulting DDFs 
were then rotated by ~ for proper comparison with the remaining approaches that made use 
of the tangent-directed tensor field instead. 
The input example had sparse contours, as opposed to a dense collection of parallei 
contours. Therefore, the co-circularity relaxation labeling method [60] was used rather than 
the right-helicoid model, which is more appropriate for regions of texturai flow [9]. For aIl 
methods, the diffusion scale was 15x15 and N = 36. The decay function parameters for 
the tensor voting approach were (J = 0.4 and c = 0.04, which were empirically chosen. 
For the relaxation labeling method the seven curvature classes were the same as those used 
7 Although an end-point is not a junction in the sense of the meeting of two or more edge segments. It is 
an asymmetric structure and is thus inc1uded in these results. 
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in Parent and Zucker's algorithm [60]. Both the VC-IB and RC-IB approaches used a 
learning coefficient of 0.5. The relaxation labeling and ATD approaches both perfonned 
two iterations. AlI of the methods implemented dense voting. 
The results oftensor voting, relaxation labeling, VC-IB and RC-IB are depicted in Fig-
ures 5.l3(g-j) respectively. Close-ups of the DDFs associated with the four annotatedjunc-
tion locations of Figure 5.l3a are shown in Table 5.4. For ease of comparison, the tensor 
voting OOFs were interpreted as two directional estimates along el and -el. In order to 
avoid the impression that the SAE error metric was chosen deliberately to favor the ATD 
approach, the same comparison is made using the simpler SSD error calculation as weIl, as 
seen in Figure 5.l3k. Both the VC-IB and RC-IB approaches outperfonned both the tensor 
voting and relaxation labeling approaches at aIl four nodes primarily because the ATD was 
able to propagate structural infonnation asymmetrically to its neighbors. The elevated error 
rates produced by the tensor voting approach were due to the single tensor representation 
of local structure as weIl as its ODF tending towards a ball-shaped tensor at junctions. The 
relaxation labeling approach gave comparable results to those of the ATD for the symmetric 
junctions (nodes 'B' and 'D'), but was unable to represent the asymmetry of the line-square 
junction ('A') and the line tennination ('C'). 
Although the primary motivation for the ATD was to represent local structure asym-
metricaIly, it may also work as a junction detector. The locations of junctions as per the 
tensor voting approach are depicted in first row of Table 5.5. This approach perfonned well 
in localizing the junction at node 'D' but had difficulty with the others. For the relaxation 
labeling and ATD approaches, the junction location maps were created by first sorting those 
DDFs with the same number of lobes (estimates) and then representing these locations by 
their respective total saliencies. The second row of Table 5.5 shows the lobe count maps 
for 1,2,3 and 4 lobes respectively for relaxation labeling. Since this approach was unable 
to produce an odd number of lobes, the corresponding one and three-lobed maps were un-
populated; however, the locations of two-lobed DDFs were quite accurate. In addition, 
relaxation labeling localized the 'X' junctions as weIl as two of the four corners of the 
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Figure 5.13: (a) group of shapes and their junctions and (b) its uniformly sub-sampled 
tensor field defined normal to the contours. (c-f) the ground truth representations at the four 
annotated nodes as per (a) at 'A', 'B', 'C', '0' respectively. Results of (g) tensor voting, (h) 
relaxation labeling, (i) ATO (VC-IB), and (j) ATO (RC-IB). (k and 1) the error calculated at 
the annotated nodes using SSO error and the SAE respectively. 
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square. However, only the ATD approaches were able to localize the end-point ('C') of the 
diagonalline. There also seemed to be weak tbree-Iobed DDFs along sorne of the sides of 
the square for the ATD approaches rather than only around the line-square junction ('A'). 
This effect was most likely due to the presence of nearby contours aligned in different ori-
entations. Nevertheless, the sampled DDFs were reasonable matches to their ground truth 
equivalents. 
5.2.3 Randomly Sampled Tensor Field 
In the next trial, 25% of the previous samples were randomly selected and removed from 
the tensor field, as shown in Figure 5.14a, to investigate the effects of sparse information of 
the diffusion approaches. AlI of the methods performed reasonably weIl in approximating 
the underlying shapes in this experiment. The error measures for this trial were in a similar 
proportion to those previously with the exception of node 'C', for which the relaxation 
labeling method provided a zero DDF. Also, as pictured in Table 5.6, the ATD approaches 
at node 'B' were more accurate than the other methods. 
Within the junction detection maps of Table 5.7, the tensor voting approach accurately 
highlighted locations along the contours and again localized the junction at node 'D' with 
greater confidence than the rest. The relaxation labeling method properly identified the 
junction at node 'A' along with the 'X' -junctions and corners of the square. The ATD local-
ized the termination point at node OC' and the 'X' junctions were represented appropriately 
with four lobes. The junction at node 'A', which should be three lobes, was incorrectly 
labeled in this map; however, the associated DDFs highlight the fourth errant lobe pointing 
eastward in the first column results of Table 5.6. 
5.2.4 Noise in the form of Added Samples 
In this trial, the full set of samples was used from Section 5.2.2 with a further 50% added as 
noise with uniformly random locations and tensor properties. This is illustrated in Figure 
5.15a. 
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Table 5.4: Case 1: Comparison of the DDFs at the annotated nodes 'A', 'B', 'C' and 'D'in 
Figure 5.13a using (second row) tensor voting, (third row) relaxation labeling (fourth row) 
ATD (VC-IB) and (fifth row) ATD (RC-IB). 
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Table 5.5: Case 1: Junction detection results using the stick and ball saliency for tensor 
voting and lobe-count maps for relaxation labeling and ATD as described in Section 5.2.2. 
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Figure 5.14: Case 2: (a) sub-sampling 25% ofthose points from the ground truth sampling 
of Figure 5.13a, (b-e) the final results for tensor voting, relaxation labeling, ATD VC-IB 
and RC-IB respectively. (f and g) the error calculated at the annotated nodes using SSD 
error and the SAE respectively. 
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Table 5.6: Case 2: Comparison of the OOFs at the annotated nodes 'A','B','C' and '0' in 
Figure 5.l3a using (second row) tensor voting, (third row) relaxation labeling (fourth row) 
ATD (VC-IB) and (fifth row) ATO (RC-IB). 
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Table 5.7: Case 2: Junction detection results using the stick and ball saliency for tensor 
voting and lobe-count maps for relaxation labeling and ATD as described in Section 5.2.2. 
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The tensor voting approach performed well under these conditions as expected from 
its single tensor representation. With the exception of node 'C,' the relaxation labeling 
approach outperformed the tensor voting approach. The ATD approaches exhibited consis-
tently less error than either of the other methods. The DDFs are shown in Table 5.8. 
For the junction detection maps in Table 5.9, tensor voting localized nodes along the 
contours with reasonable accuracy while its junction detection map highlighted only node 
'D' along with sorne of the corners of the square. Relaxation labeling was robust against 
noise in its four-Iobed junction map. The addition of noise prevented the ATD approaches 
from isolating node 'C' as they had in previous trials. This also resulted in an increased 
number of lobes of each DDF for the ATD approaches, as illustrated by the increased num-
ber of 4-lobed locations in the fourth column of Table 5.9. 
5.2.5 Spatial Displacement Noise 
The next trial used the entire set of original samples from Section 5.2.2 but with added noise 
to 50% of their spatial locations, as shown in Figure 5.16. The noise was Gaussian with 
a = 3 in both x and y positions. 
As shown in the error graphs of Figures 5.16 and the individual DDFs of Table 5.10, 
the ATD approaches exhibited far less error than either tensor voting or relaxation labeling. 
In terms of junction detection, tensor voting again identified regions along the contours. 
However, an erroneous strong junction estimate was produced in the center of the square 
in tcTable 5.11. The relaxation labeling method also seemed to have a greater number of 
junction estimates both along the circle and line as illustrated in the fourth column of Table 
5.11. The ATD methods were able to discern the termination point at node OC' and the 
asymmetrical junction at node 'A'. 
5.2.6 Spatial Displacement and Data Noise 
The final trial made use of the entire set of original samples from Section 5.2.2 with added 
noise both to the spatial displacernent and tensor orientation as shown in Figure 5.17. This 
particular combination of noise types had sorne unusual effects on the results. For example, 
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Figure 5.15: Case 3: (a) sub-sampling 50% ofthose points from the ground truth sampling 
of Figure 5 .13a and adding noise in the form of extra data points, (b-e) the final results for 
tensor voting, relaxation labeling, ATD VC-IB and RC-IB respectively. (f and g) the error 
calculated at the annotated nodes using SSD error and the SAE respectively. 
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Table 5.8: Case 3: Comparison of the OOFs at the annotated nodes 'A','B','C' and '0' in 
Figure 5.13a using (second row) tensor voting, (third row) relaxation labeling (fourth row) 
Am (VC-IB) and (fifth row) ATO (RC-IB). 
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Stick Saliency (TV) 
Table 5.9: Case 3: Junction detection results using the stick and baIl saliency for tensor 
voting and lobe-count maps for relaxation labeling and ATD as described in Section 5.2.2. 
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Figure 5.16: Case 4: (a) sub-sampling 50% ofthose points from the ground truth sampling 
of Figure 5.l3a and adding noise in the form of spatial displacement, (b-e) the final results 
for tensor voting, relaxation labeling, ATD VC-IB and RC-IB respectively. (f and g) the 
error calculated at the annotated nodes using SSD error and the SAE respectively. 
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Table 5.10: Case 4: Comparison of the DDFs at the annotatednodes 'A','B','C' and 'D'in 
Figure 5.13a using (second row) tensor voting, (third row) relaxation labeling (fourth row) 
ATD (VC-lB) and (fifth row) ATD (RC-lB). 
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Table 5.11: Case 4: Junction detection results using the stick and ball saliency for tensor 
voting and lobe-count maps for relaxation labeling and ATD as described in Section 5.2.2. 
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at node 'N, where the line meets the square, the error from tensor voting is comparable 
to those of the ATD methods. This is because the ATD approaches exhibit an eastward 
estimate but not a downward estimate. It is important to note the error effects at node 'B' 
for both the SSD error as weIl as the SAE. Using the SSD measure, relaxation labeling 
obtains a small error by virtue of its many estimates, as shown in Figure 5.12f whereas 
the RC-IB clearly has three lobes with only two similarly aligned with the ground truth. 
The SAE is able to address these concems and as such, produces a higher error value for 
relaxation labeling. 
Even though node 'D' was really the only consistently identifiedjunction in the detec-
tion maps, tensor voting proved reliable in identifying isolated contours under a variety of 
noise scenarios. The number of DDFs with four lobes for the relaxation labeling approach 
has greatly increased for the final trial although it was still adept in localizing regions along 
the contours. The ability of the ATD approaches to localize a single three-Iobed junction is 
far from satisfactory in the last trial; however, they identified the termination point at node 
oC' consistently throughout the rest of the experiments. 
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Figure 5.17: Case 5 : (a) sub-sampling 50% of those points from the ground truth sampling 
of Figure 5.13a and adding noise to both spatial location and to the gradient data, (b-e) the 
final results for tensor voting, relaxation labeling, ATD VC-IB and RC-IB respectively. (f 
and g) the error calculated at the annotated nodes using SSD error and the SAE respectively. 
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Table 5.12: Case 5: Comparison of the DDFs at the annotated nodes 'A','B','C' and 'D'in 
Figure 5.13a using (second row) tensor voting, (third row) relaxation labeling (fourth row) 
ATD (VC-IB) and (fifth row) ATD (RC-IB). 
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Table 5.13: Case 5: Junction detection results using the stick and ball saliency for tensor 
voting and lobe-count maps for relaxation labeling and ATD as described in Section 5.2.2. 
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Chapter 6 
Application Domains 
The ATD approach is relevant to several application domains, in particular to those that 
require asymmetric representations of junctions. The following sections detail the results 
ofperforming the asymmetric tensor diffusion approach on severaljunction analysis appli-
cations. 
6.1 Junction Analysis 
The classification of asymmetric junctions is prevalent in many vision domains. For ex-
ample, medical imaging junction analysis is applied to differentiate between branching and 
crossing fiber tracts in the brain using diffusion MRI data [7, 72]. In fingerprint analy-
sis, distinguishing betweenjunction types increases the accuracy ofbiometric identification 
while in the lumber industry it is used to automate defect detection in cut timber [36,74]. 
The latter two applications are described in further detail in the following sections. 
6.1.1 Fingerprint Analysis 
The ATD is applied to the fingerprint image in Figure 6.1 a to detect and c1assify key struc-
tural junctions. A subsection of the original image is used, shown in Figure 6.1 b, such that 
the results can be visualized at an appropriate scale. First, the image data is transformed 
into a tensor field using structure tensors, which are super-imposed onto the subsection as 
shown in Figure 6.1c. The ATD VC-IB approach is used with the following parameters: a 
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learning coefficient of 0.5 and a diffusion scale of 15x15 for two iterations. 
A simple junction model, where a junction is defined by the number of distinct radial 
lobes, was designed as a proof-of-concept to classify each of the DDFs. Both the direction 
and saliency (area) of each lobe are used to form a directional estimate. Any estimate with 
less than 10% of the maximum saliency in the DDF is eliminated. The classes were defined 
for lobes with one-, two-, three- and four-lobed DDFs and are shown in Figures 6.1 (h-k) re-
spectively. Select DDFs are also shown in Figures 6.1 (d-g) that correspond to the annotated 
nodes identified in Figure 6.1 b. The structure of the DDFs mimic the underlying patterns 
of the fingerprint ridges. More importantly, the detection of asymmetric junctions are 10-
calized, in particular 'T' -junction and ridge end-points, which could improve fingerprint 
recognition results. 
6.1.2 Defect Detection in Lumber 
The field of dendroclimatologyl is a more challenging realm than fingerprint analysis as the 
rings are non-uniformly spaced and exhibit a larger range of color variations [74]. Although 
pertinent to the study of the Earth's climate change, the more irnmediate use ofjunction de-
tection is to identify wood-based defects, such as knots and fungus, for the lumber industry. 
Figure 6.2 shows the presence of a knot and the result of applying the trivial junction clas-
sification previously described in Section 6.1.1. The location of the three-lobed DDF with 
maximum saliency is overlaid in Figure 6.2b identifying where the 'Y' -shaped region is 
most salient. 
A close-up of the DDFs immediately surrounding this location demonstrates that the 
asymmetric DDF representation is able to depict both the curved outline of the knot as well 
as the intersection of a tree ring and the outer ring of the knot. 
1 Dendroclimatology is the study of climate change through the analysis of tree rings. 
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Figure 6.1: (a) fingerprint image and (b) a subsection located at the black square in (a), 
(c) initial gradient infonnation, (d-g) the results of Am at annotation 'A', 'B', 'C' and 'D' 
from (b) respectively, (h-k) junction classification for l-lobes, 'L'or 2-lobes, 'T'or 3-lobes 
and 'X' or 4-lobes respective1y. 
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Figure 6.2: (a) sample tree cross-section image and (b) a sub-image located at the black 
square in (a) along with a close-up of the initial gradient infonnation. (c) resulting DDFs 
after applying ATD, (d) saliency map of3-lobed DDF from (c), (e) the DDF ofmaximum 
saliency is overlaid with a black circle. (f) the DDF at the maximum saliency location. 
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6.2 Occlusion Detection 
To parse or summarize a complex video sequence involves such real-world issues as lighting 
variations, noise, camera jitter as well as the presence of complex textures. Motion cues 
tend to have a higher degree of robustness than other scene features such as color, shape 
and texture. For applications such as target tracking and ordinal depth determination, kinetic 
occlusionary eues, hereafter referred to simply as occlusion, provide a powerful solution for 
these tasks [16,59,66]. 
6.2.1 Previous Methods 
Occlusion detection is most naturally associated with motion estimation and segmentation. 
Ideally, once estimates oflocal motions are ca1culated and grouped, the boundaries between 
such regions should coincide with occlusion.2 This is known as a global-based occlusion 
detection method. In order to achieve reasonable estimates of the aforementioned motion 
models, many algorithms impose the single-motion constraint to local regions-of-interest 
such that motion boundaries can be extrapolated later in the process [6,15,56]. Bergen et 
al. investigated how to relax the above constraint through the iterative estimation of two 
underlying models; however, the approach required a priori knowledge of the combining 
factoYJ [10]. Irani et al. also addressed both transparency and occlusion within a video 
sequence [33]. Their approach was able to extract pertinent motion information without 
imposing the single-motion constancy constraint. This was accomplished by ca1culating 
the temporal integration that was formed by averaging a sequence of motion-warped im-
ages. Their algorithm worked well particularly in the presence of camera jitter, which is an 
often overlooked challenge when dealing with real-world video. Others attempted to reduce 
the effects of outliers in motion estimation by applying a robust operator [11], grouping re-
gions of similar motion characteristics [20] and implementing an automatic scale-parameter 
ca1culation [73]. 
2Transparency is also possible, but the focus of this discussion is specifically on the feature of occlusion. 
3The combining factor refers to whether the motion boundary resulted from transparency or occlusion. 
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Identification of occlusion is not guaranteed by motion estimation techniques, as their 
results are dependent on how well the scene motion matches the assumed model. If the mo-
tion is more complex, or if there are many instances of simpler motion models that cannot 
be handled by these global-based approaches, segmentation across the motion boundaries 
becomes blurred or erratic. Errors in occlusion identification occur from assuming that the 
video sequence has only rigid-type motion, or affine or projective models [10,11,20,33]. 
In addition, many of the motion estimation techniques tend to either ignore or diminish the 
effects of occlusion to facilitate the model estimations [6,15,56]. Also, modeling occlusion 
as any sub-region in the image that disagrees with the assumed motion model is too gen-
eraI. For example, such sub-regions may be a result of noise or non-rigid motion within the 
scene [73]. The more fundamental issue with occlusion detection techniques, based on mo-
tion estimation, is that they apply a global-based approach. Therefore, further investigation 
into local-based approaches, such as many optical flow and orientation analysis algorithms 
use, is warranted. 
6.2.2 Spatio-Temporal Domain 
Occlusion is characterized by the presence of two motion models within a local sub-region 
in the spatio-temporal domain.4 Transparency is characterized by both motion models cov-
ering the entire sub-region, whereas occlusion exhibts a distinct spatial boundary between 
the motions. Although there is sorne debate in the psychophysical realm as to whether 
junction analysis is a reasonable precursor to occlusion detection [51], it bas been well es-
tablished in the computer vision literature that the presence of an occlusionary event in the 
spatio-temporal domain appears as either a merging or splitting of temporal contours result-
ing in ajunction pattern [14,56,59,78]. For example, the spatio-temporal volume for the 
well-knownfiower garden sequence is formed and a slice is extracted along y = 80, which 
is illustrated in Figures 6.3(c and e) respectively. By following along the positive time-axis 
of the slice image, splits or bifurcations of contours typically, but not exclusively, denote 
4The spatio-tempoml domain is represented by an image sequence where the images are placed succes-
sively along the time axis forming a 3D volume. 
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(d) (e) 
Figure 6.3: (a and b) sample images from theflower garden sequence at t = 1 and t = 29 
respectively, (c) the spatio-temporal volume created by this sequence. (d) spatio-temporal 
slice is created by slicing this volume at y = 80 and (e) 2D view ofthe slice with annotated 
sub-regions denoting occlusion 'A', disocclusion 'B' and a single motion 'C'. 
disocclusion while a merging of contours denotes occlusion. 
The junctions that indicate occlusion can be observed by extracting a spatio-temporal 
sUce, as shown in Figure 6.3e. Occlusion, disocclusion and the single motion event occur 
at markers 'A','B' and OC' in Figure 6.3e, respectively. Using occlusion detection as a 
precursor to motion-based segmentation within the spatio-temporal framework removes the 
need for a priori knowledge of the objects' structures within the scene [42]. 
6.2.3 2D-Occlusion Detection Results 
A spatio-temporal slice is extracted and the diffusion algorithms are applied to the flower 
garden sequence. Close-ups of the annotated locations of Figure 6.3d with the initial struc-
ture tensors superimposed appear in Figures 6.4(a-c) respectively. Bach of the occlusion 
detection techniques use different criteria to identitY and classitY the junctions. For exam-
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 6.4: (a-c) the initial gradient infonnation from swatch locations 'A', 'B' and oC' of 
the spatio-temporal slice depicted in Figure 6.3e. 
pIe, tensor voting uses the location of local maxima in the ball saliency fields to denote 
junctions while DDFs with four lobes are identified for relaxation labeling. The ATD ap-
proaches use the location of three-lobed DDFs to identify the junctions. Since the ATD 
DDFs are based on asymmetric infonnation, which makes them more versatile, occlusion 
and disocclusion can be discemed by noting the direction of the lobe that has no symmet-
ric pair. For example, this third lobe will either point along the positive time axis, which 
denotes disocclusion, or along the negative time axis, which corresponds to occlusion. To 
reduce mn-time, the original gradient infonnation is thresholded such that gradient magni-
tudes with less than 10% of the maximum gradient of the image are removed. AlI of the 
methods used a scale of 9x9 and ATD and relaxation labeling method used two iterations. 
Table 6.1 illustrates close-ups of the final results of each of the diffusion methods. AI-
though tensor voting has low computational complexity, the classification of junctions by 
isolating the ball tensors with local maximum saliency provides too many false positives 
as shown in Figure 6.5. Furthennore, since a single tensor can only model two orthogonal 
gradient directions, it is incapable of representing the asymmetric nature of occlusion. The 
relaxation labeling results shown in Table 6.1 correctly mimic the alignment of the underly-
ing gradient infonnation of the image; however, for this instance, did not represent the local 
junction with two orientations as illustrated in Table 6.2. Both the vcm and the RCm 
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Table 6.1: Diffusion results using tensor voting, relaxation labeling, ATD-VCIB and ATD-
RCIB against the garden sequence slice from Figure 6.3e. Each column corresponds to 
close-ups of the local structures centered about swatch locations 'A', 'B' and 'C' respec-
tively. The results are depicted in single tensor fonn (tensor voting) and in DDF fonn 
(relaxation labeling and ATD) overlaid on the original image. 
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Table 6.2: Diffusion results using tensor voting, relaxation labeling, ATD-VCIB and ATD-
RCIB against the garden sequence slice from Figure 6.3e where the center structure from 
Table 6.1 is illustrated in greater detai!. 
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(a) 
(h) (c) 
(d) (e) 
Figure 6.5: (a) Sample spatio-temporal slice from the flower garden sequence, results from 
(b) tensor voting, (c) relaxation labeling, (d) ATD-VCffi and (e) ATD-RCffi. The black 
circ1es in (b) and (c) denote generic junction locations whereas in the ATD results of (d) 
and (e) they denote disocclusion while the triangles represent occlusion. 
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approaches of the ATO are able to model the asymmetric nature of occlusion correctly as 
well as distinguish between occlusion and disocclusion by noting the direction of the lobe 
that has no symmetric pair. For example, for the ATO-VCIB results in Table 6.2, first col-
umn, the three-lobed OOF shows a downward pointing lobe along with two lobes that are 
approximately the symmetric pair of one another. Since the third lobe faces downward, this 
is indicative of occlusion, given that the positive time axis is directed upwards. This basic 
model is used as a proof of concept in Figure 6.5 where occlusion and disoccIusion results 
are overlaid onto the original spatio-temporal slice using triangles and circles respectively. 
The OOF could be useful in a preprocessing step for motion estimation or tracking 
by identifying locations of occlusion. However, a more powerful model for occlusion is 
necessary as the simple model used previously does not properly distinguish between three-
lobedjunctions present in the OOFs when applied to real-world images. The reason for this 
is that occlusion modeled as junctions in a 20 XT -slice requires that the motion in the 
image be strictly along the x-axis. Otherwise, image features that move in or out of the 
row of pixels used to create the slice, which corresponds to y = 80 in this example, form 
junctions that are not necessarily indicative of occlusion. This implies that the issue of 
occlusion detection'is better addressed in the 30 domain. 
6.2.4 3D-Occlusion Detection 
Occlusion detection becomes much more complicated in the 30 domain. Rather than inter-
sections of contours, one must contend with surfaces intersecting with other curves or sur-
faces. In more general terms, the conditions that depict occlusion in a 30 spatio-temporal 
volume must he constrained. Kinetic-based occlusion is defined as the event of one object 
moving in front of another with respect to the camera's viewing angle. In terms of an image 
sequence, occlusion occurs when a salient feature from the occluding object moves in front 
of a salient feature from the background. This observation facilitates a great simplification 
in the 3D model for occlusion. 
Just as motion boundaries of objects were depicted as contours in a spatio-temporal 
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slice, these same motion boundaries now consist of a surface in the spatio-temporal domain. 
Occlusion can be specified as the exact point in time when the motion boundary of the object 
begins to move in front of the salient background feature. This implies that occlusion occurs 
at the point of intersection between, for example, a surface defined by the object's boundary, 
and a spatio-temporal curve formed from the background feature. The key is that occlusion 
tends to create a new spatio-temporal curve, although occlusion is not the exclusive creator 
of such curves. This means that by identifying termination points of these 3D curves, one 
can identify likely points of occlusion in an image sequence. Table 6.3 illustrates several 
sample image sequences that depict scenarios exhibiting spatio-temporal curves. Excluding 
termination points of curves coincident with the first or last image of a sequence, the starting 
or ending of a 3D curve has a high likelihood of indicating occlusion. Both the first two 
columns of Table 6.3 indicate a curve through either a texturaI cue or an object boundary. 
The third and fourth columns depict the creation of a curve and are indicative of occlusion. 
One of the exceptions to this rule is shown in the fifth column where an object moves with 
non-rigid motion and begins to crease, which creates a spatio-temporal curve even though 
occlusion has not occurred. 
To identify such 3D curve termination points, an antipodal approach5 could be applied 
that notes the response between two angular bins that have opposite directions through the 
center of a sphere. This antipodal approach has many similarities with asymmetry, its 2D 
counterpart. 
5 Antipodal refers to two points that are situated on opposite sides of a sphere such that the distance between 
these two points is equal to the diameter of the sphere. 
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Table 6.3: Sample images from sequences that either have a 3D curve throughout or create 
one within the spatio-temporal volume. The overlaid dashed-circle denotes the spatial 10-
cation of the 3D curve in the spatio-temporal domain. First column: texturaI cue indicating 
a curve, second column: object boundary indicating a curve, third column: occlusion from 
zero to one to two curves, fourth column: occlusion from one to two curves, and the fifth 
column: crease creation that causes a curve. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
The proposed asymmetric tensor diffusion (ATD) method offers many benefits for the pur~ 
poses of junction analysis. The following sections discuss these benefits in further detail as 
weIl as examine directions for future work. 
7.1 Concluding Summary 
The ATD method allows asymmetric junctions to be incorporated into the diffusion frame-
work through a two-step process. First, the symmetric gradient information, in structure 
tensor representation, is transformed into asymmetric contour estimates using a voting field. 
This field is used to distribute data to neighboring nodes in the form of ballots. These bal-
lots, in tensor form, are weighted based on the orientation of the original gradient data as 
weIl as the proximity to the center of the voting field. Next, the weighted ballots are propa-
gated from the original location, known as the voter, to the neighboring locations, referred 
to as the receivers, using an iterative update approach. The ballots are collected into discrete 
angular bins at the receivers that form directional distribution functions (OOF). To account 
for discretization errors, linear interpolation of the populated angular bins is used to fill in 
the empty bins. A 20 weighting map is then constructed based on both proximity and the 
OOF shape characteristics. Finally, the weighting map, in conjunction with the OOF, is 
used to create a new voting field for the next iteration. The iterative update approach pro-
vides an appropriate local structural estimate capable of representing both symmetric and 
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asymmetric junctions. 
Several different design choices are examined for the ATD approach. For example, it is 
found that the inward, as opposed to the DDF, ballot fonu enforces co-nodal properties as 
weIl as reduces noise. The inward ballot fonu also decreases the amount of data being trans-
ferred from one location to another. The motivation for choosing a parallel, rather than an 
inward, directed voting field for the first stage of the ATD is justified by reducing the initial 
biasing of the data as well as simplifying the estimates of the underlying structure. A novel 
method is proposed that transfonus the tensor-based DDF into a one dimensional DDF to 
facilitate the creation of the DDF-based weighting map for the second stage. The benefit 
of a weighting map based on the local DDF properties, rather than an isotropic weighting 
scheme, is shown to have better diffusion results, based on the concepts of continuity and 
c1osure. In addition, two voting approaches, voter- and receiver-centered, are investigated 
that proved beneficial in populating among sparse data and reducing the effects of noise. It 
was observed that the voter-centered approach tends to address outliers by adapting them 
into a structural representation that agrees with the rest of its neighbors while the receiver-
centered approach reduces the saliency of outlier nodes. A novel error metric is proposed 
that provides an improved measure of the difference between DDFs and their ground truths 
for use in junction analysis. 
The ATD approach is compared against several convolution methods including the ro-
tated averaging wedge method (RAWM), a Fourier-based technique as weIl as Gabor, one-
sided and wedge filters [28,31,61,75,85]. Results from differing angular increments for 
the DDF show that as the increment increases, the Gabor, Fourier, one-sided filter, as weIl 
as the ATD approach, give rise to smoother versions of the DDF while the RAWM and 
the wedge filter exhibit increasing numbers of local maxima. Next, the effects of Gaussian 
noise and spatial frequency on the directional estimates of the DDF are examined. For each 
of these tests, the methods are analyzed as a function of their respective tuning parameters. 
The results show that the ATD approach offers improved directional gradient estimates than 
those of the convolution techniques in aU of the trial conditions. 
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The ATD approach is also evaluated against diffusion methods. First, a simulated ten-
sor field is used to illustrate the different representations created from isotropic diffusion, 
anisotropic diffusion, tensor voting, relaxation labeling and the ATD approach against a 
symmetric and asymmetric layout [52,60]. Next, tensor voting, relaxation labeling, and 
two versions of the ATD approach are compared using five different tensor fields created 
from simulated data. Four of these trials incorporate different forms of noise such as spa-
tial displacement and the addition of extra noise points. The DDFs formed from the ATD 
method are shown to have superior results for a variety of scenarios including sparse data, 
noise as well as dense gradient information. It is versatile in that it can be applied both to a 
scalar field, such as an image, or to a tensor field. Finally, it is the only diffusion technique 
that accounts for asymmetric structures. 
Several real-world applications are examined that require both the identification and 
classification of asymmetric junctions. For example, the ATD method is used on a finger-
print image to identify the location ofboth symmetric and asymmetric junctions as weIl as 
contour end-points. AIso, a defect detection application is proposed that locates imperfec-
tions in lumber. The role of asymmetric junctions in occlusion detection is also examined. 
By noting the DDF characteristics from a spatio-temporal slice, kinetic-based occlusion 
can be identified in a video sequence. Tensor voting, relaxation labeling and two forms 
of the ATD approach are used to both identify and classify occlusion. Only the ATD ap-
proaches are capable of distinguishing between occlusion and disocclusion as they are the 
only methods that incorporate asymmetric information. Also, localization of occlusion 
within the spatio-temporal slice provides fewer false positives using the ATD methods. A 
3D occlusion model based on the identification of asymmetric contour end-point structures 
is also proposed. 
With the added flexibility of representing both symmetric and asymmetric junctions 
provided by the ATD approach, proper structures can be inferred for interpolation algo-
rithms. Also, improved junction classification results from the more accurate information. 
Since it is an iterative update approach, only those structural estimates that indicate strong 
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consensus are maintained white those that do not are eliminated as outliers. This not only 
adds a noise suppression element to the algorithm, but also reinforces local certainty mea~ 
sures as to the presence of various types of structures. In addition, by using the structure 
tensor form in the first stage of the ATD, a more powerful representation of the underlying 
gradient structure is propagated into the final results. Lastly, the voting field design in the 
first stage of ATD facilitates the creation and/or maintenance of asymmetric junctions. 
7.2 Future Work 
The DDFs generated by the ATD have potential in application domains where the input 
is sparse and noisy, and depicts an underlying structure, such as in medical imaging. For 
example, the DDFs could aid in segmenting between various cerebral regions in the brain or 
add robustness to blood vessel distinction in MRI data as suggested in the previous chapter. 
Also, a more accurate portrayal of structure could be achieved for 3D scene reconstruction, 
whether originating.from laser-range data or stereo depth maps. 
Furthermore, the asymmetric nature of the DDFs could improve the accuracy ofapplica-
tions that make indirect use of gradient-based contours. For example, the ATD has potential 
in image enhancement where the generated DDFs could be used as an excitatory~inhibitory 
map over which regions are selectively smoothed. Either in~paintingl or super-resolution 
could be adapted to incorporate the asymmetrical DDFs to benefit from the closure prop-
erty inherit in the ATD approach. This could he accomplished by inserting empty nodes 
hetween the known pixel values and performing a dense voting approach over the sparse 
data. In addition, the ATD could be used to enhance edge detection or for image editing in 
the contour domain [22]. 
Future directions of this work could examine a multi-scale version of the ATD that 
would automatically select the optimal scale with which to represent the underlying struc-
ture. Although this approach would he more computationally expensive, it would require 
less memory as each DDF would represent a difIerent sized region, similar to a quad~tree 
1 In-painting refers to filling in missing blocks of pixels in an image. 
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approach. Also, the effect of adding an inhibitory portion to the ROI warrants investiga-
tion for its ability to increase the accuracy of the structural representations. This would 
most likely reduce the number of iterations required to converge, although, a mathematical 
proof is required to assure that this condition will be met. Additional investigation is also 
warranted in transforming the DDF information into appropriate curvature values of local 
contours. Further research is needed to classify the DDFs into end-points, contours, and 
junctions when applied to real-world images. By using the ratio of saliencies between esti-
mates, as weB as examining the relationship between neighboring DDFs, the classification 
results could potentiaBy improve. 
There are several application domains for which the ATD holds promise as noted previ-
ously. Possible future work could focus on creating an excitatory-inhibitory map from im-
age gradient data that would determine the boundaries between smoothing regions. Also, 
further experimentation is warranted to assess the proposed 3D occlusion model. Given 
the locations of occlusion in the spatio-temporal domain, connected contours and surfaces 
could be created to segment the scene based on ordinal depth. 
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AppendixA 
Convergence of ATD 
The following is the proofthat no matter the size of the neighborhood n, the value for DDFj in 
stage one and stage two are bounded. 
A.1 Stage One 
The primary equation for stage one is equation 3.7, which is re-written here for convenience: 
1 fi 
DDFj ('a) = 2: 2: SiAij ((Ji, E) match (19, Bij) (A.l) 
ë=Oi=l 
To force the maximum possible value for DDFj, let each of the neighboring voteTS he the maximum 
possible gradient magnitude. Further, in order for voter i to send a ballot to angular bin 19 of receiver 
j, it must he aligned with it such that either (Ji = 19 or (Ji = 19 + 1r. (Given the paralle1layout of 
the directional bin field) Also, since (Ji is derived from equation 3.2, this restricts (Ji to be equal to 19. 
Again, to maximize the votes, all neighbors are set to the maximum coherence value, which implies 
that the structure tensors for all of the neighbors are equal in value. This leads to the simplification: 
1 fi 
DDFj (19) = S 2: 2: Aij (19, E) match (19, Bij) (A.2) 
s=Oi=l 
that simplifies further as aU rotational matrices R((Ji) are equal, thus setting 19 = 0 gives: 
1 fi 
DDFj (19) = S 2: 2: GijWij (E) match (19, Bij) (A.3) 
s=Oi=l 
where the mean and variance parameters for G are equal for all voters, thus removed from the 
representation. Let M represent the scale of the ROI where there are n = M x M discrete nodes 
and let r (the distance between nodes) from equation 3.5 equalone. Let M be odd such that there 
are equal numhers of neighboring nodes along a given orientation. For ê = 0, the number of viable 
nodes that match( ... ) the 19 angular bin with respect to Bij is equal to M (l Af J + 1) whereas the 
viable nodes from Wij are M. The l ... J function represents rounding down, also known as the 
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floor function. The overlap hetween these two binary masks reveals only M common nodes. For 
é = 1, B ij has M (l ~ J) viable nodes, whereas Wij has the entire M x M set as viable. The 
overlap between these twû masks reveals M ( l ~ J) viable nodes. Therefore, the viable nodes for 
both values of é are depicted in the subset: 
(A.4) 
where n' c n. Equation A.3 can now be rewritten as: 
n' 
DDFj (l?) = SL:Gij (A.S) 
i=l 
Since G is defined to he normalized such that the total numher of elements Sum to one and since 
n' < n, the DDFj maximum possible value is bounded and defined by the equation: 
(A.6) 
A.2 Stage Two 
Given that there are four paradigms: VC-DDF ballot, vc-m, RC-DDF ballot and RC-m, proving 
the case with the largest possible angular bin increase in turn covers the proof of the remaining 
paradigms. The inward-ballot paradigms propagate fewer ballots to the receiver on account of their 
selective criteria as to which voting nodes are aligned with the angular bin in question. This in-
fers that the largest ballot possible sent to a single angular bin at the receiver is from a DDF-ballot 
method. The update apparatus, equation 3.17, for aIl stage two paradigms, re-written here for con-
venience, has a learning coefficient that ranges from [0,1], therefore, if the DDFf't-l term can be 
proved to be bounded, then D D FJ is bounded as weIl. 
DDFJ (l?) = aDDFtl (l?) + (1 - a) DDFjD.t-l (l?) 
D D FD is defined as equation A.8 for the receiver-centered, DDF -ballot: 
(A.7) 
(A.8) 
Let the maximum possible value, Smax be the ballot form from each of the voters i, then equation 
A.8 reduces to: 
(A.9) 
Finally, Â is defined to such that the maximum possible sum of the elements equals zero. For 
example, if Pmin were defined as follows: 
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(A. 10) 
then an of the elements of Â would be maximized to A as per equation 3.12. This would imply: 
fi 1 
DDFf (19) = Smax L 0 
i=l 
(A.11) 
which reduces to: 
(A. 12) 
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Appendix B 
Ground truth to Estimate Pairing 
This fonns the algorithm to pair ground truth (direction, saliency) to the measurement, or estimate 
(direction, saliency). 
Input: ground truth data (direction, saliency) and estimate data (direction, saliency). For this aI-
gorithm, the directions are converted from angles to indices between ranging from 1 to N, where N 
is the total number of angular bins. 
Output: error measurement between the inputs 
1. Define and initialize function variables: 
• devmax =0 ! -the maximum angular deviation (See Section 5.1.2) 
• error = 0 - initial error sum 
• Ne, salEst, dir Est - number of directional estimates and the arrays denotes their 
saliencies and directions respectively 
• Ng , salGT, dirGT - number of directional ground truths and the arrays that denote 
their saliencies and directions respectively 
2. Perfonn an initial check for special cases 
• if Ne = 0 then return the maximum possible error as: 
Ng 
error = L salGT (g) . devmax 
g=l 
• else if Ng = 0 then return the maximum possible error as: 
Ne 
error = L salEst (e) . devmax 
e=l 
3. Pair each estimate with the closest ground truth. The tenn closest refers to the least angular 
difference only. This step will result in each ground truth being paired with possibly zero, 
one or multiple estimates. 
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4. For each ground truth that has multiple estimate pairs, identify a single estimate as the closest. 
• If one estimate in particular has the least angular difference, use this one as the ground 
truth's pair and unpair the remaining estimates. 
• If two or more estimates share the minimum angular difference with the ground truth, 
chose from those estimates that which has the greatest saliency. Unpair the remaining 
estimates. 
• In the case where there are two estimates that share both the least angular deviation and 
saliency, 1 choose one of them and unpair the other. 
5. At this point, there are pairs of a single ground truth and estimate as well as potentially 
unpaired ground truths and unpaired estimates. This is then fed into the error equation as per 
Equation 5.1, which is reproduced here for conveilÎence. 
pair(e) = { g if e is part of a pair with ground truth G 
otherwise 
where s( ... ) returns the saliency of an individual estimate or ground truth, dev( ... ) calculates 
the angular difference between a pairing of indices that range from 1 to N. NU9 corresponds 
to the number of unpaired ground truths and varepsilon = 0.1 such that neither the angular 
nor saliency difference negates the influence of one another. See Section 5.1.2 for further 
details on the parameters. 
1 There can only be a maximum of two such estimates as there are only two possible positions that have 
equal deviation from a given angle. 
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